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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE STATE OF UTAH
BEATRICE WULFFENSTEIN,
Plaintiff and Appellant,

Case No. 16335

vs.
DESERET MUTUAL BENEFIT
ASSOCIATION,
Defendant and Respondent.)
BRIEF OF RESPONDENT

STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE
This is an action for contract damages based upon an
employee policy of group hospital, surgical, and medical expense
insurance issued by the defendant for the benefit of the
plaintiff and others, for expenses incurred after the plaintiff's
termination of her employment.

DISPOSITION IN THE LOWER COURT
Following the presentation of plaintiff's evidence at
trial the defendant moved for judgment of dismissal pursuant to
Rule 4l(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.

The court found

that the insurance policy in question unambiguously provided
"expense incurred" coverage for employees only.

The action was

dismissed because only post-termination expenses were in issue.

RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
The defendant seeks affirmance of the judgment of
dismissal.
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
The defendant agrees basically with the statement of
facts presented by the plaintiff.

The defendant adds the

following facts for clarification and context:
1.

The plaintiff claimed that the expenses she

incurred after March of 1974 related to the automobile collision
that had occurred earlier.

Because the defendant's motion of

dismissal was granted, it was not necessary to present any
testimony to the contrary.

Although the court found (from the

plaintiff's evidence only) that these expenses related to the
collision (R.

396), the court prefaced all of the findings with

the remark that
[b]ecause the Court now dismisses for the
failure of the plaintiff to prove a right to
relief, it will be presumed, for purposes of
this ruling only, that the plaintiff's
testimony was true and correct. Therefore,
these findings should be considered correct
for purposes of appeal, but subject to
appropriate change if the evidence of the
defendant presented during subsequent
proceedings, if any, would warrant.
(R. 395)
2.

The insurance policy in question (Exhibit 22D) was

found by the court to be a policy of group hospital, surgical a~
medical expense insurance (R.

397).

The policy provisions show

that the risk insured against is the incurring of certain types
of expenses.

This feature will be demonstrated more thoroughly

in the argument.
3.

The plaintiff's employer placed her on a leave of

absence following her accident (R.

396).

The leave ended on or
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about April l, 1974 (R.

396).

The defendant continued to pay

benefits to the plaintiff for expenses incurred while she was on
her leave even though premium payments could not be deducted by
her employer (R.

397).

During the leave (through March of 1974)

the plaintiff was still an employee and, hence, covered by the
policy.

After that time, expenses were no longer covered by the

defendant because employment had been tenninated ( R.
4.

397)

It was the plaintiff herself who decided to

terninate her employment at the conclusion of her leave (R.

396).

The defendant did not reqllest the employer to tenninate the
0aintiff.

Indeed, the defendant had no right to cause the

ternination or prevent the termination of any employee.
5.

The defendant has paid to the plaintiff or on her

behalf the entire policy benefits for all expenses related to
treatment rendered through March of 1974 and allegedly related to
the automobile collision.

(R. 397).

The total of such payments is $519.30

See the Appendix for a summary of the claims submitted

to the defendant by the plaintiff for medical expenses related to
the automobile accident of December, 1973.

Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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ARGUMENT

Point 1:

The Express Provisions of the Insurance Policy
Demonstrate that the Defendant is Not Obligated
To Pay Benefits for Medical Expenses Incurred
After the Termination of the Plaintiff's Insurance
Coverage, Regardless of the Reason for the Incurring
of Such Expenses
It is uncontested that the plaintiff terminated her

employment and her insurance coverage no later than April 1,
1974.

We contend the plaintiff is ineligible for the benefits

which she claims Deseret Mutual is obligated to pay for expenses
incurred after April 1, 1974.

The nature and extent of the

performance due from Deseret Mutual must be found in the terms

~

its contract with the plaintiff.
Type of Insurance and Title of Policy
Before considering the precise terms of the policy, it
would be well to consider the type of insurance that the policy
provides so that it may be distinguished from other types of
insurance.

First of all, the insurance is not an accident or

disability insurance.

It does not purport to pay benefits for

losses relating to accidents that occur during the term of the
policy.

Instead, it is an expense insurance policy.

protected against is the incurring of an expense.
the policy indicates its nature.

The loss

The title of

The title, found beneath the

signatures on the first page of the policy (Exhibit 22D, page 11,
is as follows:
Group Hospital, Surgical and Medical Expense
Insurance Policy
Renewable Term Insurance -- Contributory -Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney
Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Participating
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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A review of the pertinent policy provisions will reveal
that the obligation of Deseret Mutual is triggered by the
incurring of an expense by an employee, not by the occurrence of

w illness or accident that may create a need to incur such an
expense.

Hence, it will be seen that the time at which an

accident or illness occurs is not important in a situation such
as this in determining whether benefits should be paid for a
~rticular

expense.

The First Page Provisions
The first page of the policy (Exhibit 22D, page l)
indicates that the insurance coverage is meant to provide a
hinge benefit to employees of the employer group.

The first

paragraph on that page provides that Deseret Mutual
agrees to pay the group insurance benefits
herein provided, with respect to each insured
employee of the Employer, in accordance with
and subject to the terms and conditions of
this Policy (emphasis added).
The term "employee" is defined, at page 2, to mean
a person directly employed in the regular
business of, and compensated for services by,
the Employer.
Hence, Deseret Mutual is obligating itself to pay benefits under
the policy to all persons who are insured and who are directly
employed in the regular business of, and compensated for service
~.

the employer.

In this case, with respect to expenses

incurred after March of 1974, the plaintiff was neither insured
nor directly employed in the regular business of the employer.
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Therefore, Deseret Mutual had no obligation to pay benefits
concerning these expenses.
Specific Benefit Sections of Policy
The specific provisions of the policy providing
benefits for the various types of expenses also specify clearly
that benefits are payable only to individuals who are employees
at the time the expense is incurred.

The benefits with which we

are concerned in this case are surgical expense benefits, major
medical expense benefits, physician's visits benefits, and basic
hospital benefits.

The pertinent terms of the policy relating to

these benefits are set forth below.
the policy of insurance, Exhibit 22D.

All page references are to
Emphasis is ours.

SURGICAL EXPENSE BENEFITS
Benefits will be payable up to the
usual, reasonable, and customary amount for
expenses incurred by an employee for surgical
fees charged by a physician for performing a
surgical operation resulting from bodily
injury or sickness as follows . . .
(Page
18).

MAJOR MEDICAL EXPENSE BENEFITS
Major medical expense benefits become
effective when an employee incurs eligible
charges in excess of those paid by th~ Basic
Plan or any other group plan for any ln]ury
or sickness which exceeds the deductible
amount shown in the Schedule of Benefits.
(Page 22).

PHYSICIAN'S VISIT BENEFITS (In Hospital Only)
Benefits will be payable up to the
amount shown in the Schedule of Benefits when
an employee undergoes treatment, while
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated OCR, may
contain errors.
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hospital confined, by a physician because of
injury or sickness. (Page 19).

BASIC HOSPITAL BENEFITS
Benefits will be payable for hospital
expenses incurred by an employee during any
one period of hospital confinement recommended by his physician as a patient resulting from bodily injury or sickness . . . .
(Page 16).
Thus, it can be seen from the terms of the specific
benefit sections that the individual claimant, in order to be
entitled to benefits, must be an employee at the time the expense
is incurred or the treatment is undergone.

The term "employee"

as used in these sections and throughout the policy is not a
substitute name for a particular individual, such as the
reference to Deseret Mutual Benefit Association by the term
"Association".

Instead, the term "employee", not capitalized,

describes the attributes of those individuals who comprised the
group being covered, which group changes composition with time.
It refers to those individuals who are directly employed in the
regular business of, and compensated for service by, the
employer.

It does not refer to every individual who has at any

time been an employee of the employer, but only to those that are
~tively

serving and compensated by the employer.

This makes

good sense because a major portion of the premiums are paid by
the employer whose purpose in entering into the policy agreement
ts

to benefit his then active and serving employees.

Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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Case Authority
The

r~levant

case authority also holds that expenses

incurred by a former employee are not covered by policies similar
to the one in question here.

Research has revealed three cases

that involve the issue in point here, where the policy was an
employee expense policy of the type provided by Deseret Mutual.
These cases will be examined in detail.
The first case, Bartulis v. Metropolitan Life
Company, 72 Ill. App.

Insuran~

2d 267, 218 N.E.2d 225 (1966), arose when

the insurer refused to pay hospital and surgical benefits to

t~

plaintiff for expenses that were incurred following the termination of the policy but that were necessitated by an accident
that occurred prior to the termination of the policy.

The trial

court entered a judgment against the insurer on the basis that
the injuries were received during the period that the policy was
in effect.

The Appellate Court of Illinois reversed the trial

court, holding that the express policy provisions did not allow
for such recovery and that to find against the insurer was
tantamount to adding additional coverage to the insurance policy.
The language of the policy interpreted in that case was very
similar to the Deseret Mutual policy in that it was limited to
employees who were insured and to expenses that were incurred
while an employee.

In the Bartulis case the provision as to

hospital expense provided:

"* * *

That any Certificateholder while
insured for Hospital Expense Insurance
hereunder * * * shall have become confined as
a patient in a legally constituted hospital
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated OCR, may
contain errors.
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upon the recommendation and approval of a
physician or surgeon legally licensed to
practice medicine, as a result of any injury.

* * *"
The provision as to surgical operation
coverage reads:

"* * * That any Certificateholder while
insured for Surgical Operation Insurance
hereunder * * * shall have undergone any
surgical operation specified in Section 9
hereof, as a result of any injury. * * *"
218 N.E. 2d at 226.

The court reasoned that the above language did not
obligate the insurance company to pay for medical expenses
incurred after termination of the policy, stating the following
reasons:
It seems crystal clear that the coverage
provided was for confinement as a patient in
a hospital while the policy was in force and
surgery performed while the policy was in
force. Neither event occurred during the
life of the policy. Neither in such provisions nor elsewhere in the policy is there
language suggesting that the policy could or
should be read as providing coverage for
hospitalization or surgery resulting from
injuries sustained while the policy was in
force.
To so read this policy is to annex to
it a coverage neither specifically stated nor
reasonably implied. We would observe that
Section 10 entitled "Benefit after Cessation
of Insurance" provided that if a certificate
holder is totally disabled as a result of
injuries or sickness on the termination date
of the policy, the hospitalization and
surgery coverages continue, for a period of
31 days.
If a female, and pregnancy exists
on the termination date of the policy,
coverage is extended over a period of 9
months for hospitalization and surgery
resulting from such pregnancy.
It is thus
apparent that this is not only a limited
coverage policy, but its post-termination
coverage is likewise specifically limited to
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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specific circumstances.
Coverage for
injuries sustained during the lifetime of the
policy with hospitalization or surgery
resulting thereform thereafter is conspicuous
by its absence. The clear implication is
that there was no intention to provide such
coverage.
We cannot agree with the plaintiff that
liability arose when the injuries were
sustained. The coverage was not for expense
caused by injuries sustained during the life
of the policy, but for the cost of hospitalization and surgery obtained during the life
of the Policy. We recognize the rule that
insurance contracts are construed in favor of
the insured, but construction does not
degenerate into a perversion of plain
language to create an ambiguity where none
exists or to father a contract obligation
where none is stated or reasonably implied.
218 N.E.2d at 226.
The second case on point is Cohen v. Northwestern
National Life Insurance Co., 124 Ill. App.

2d 15, 259 N.E.2d 865

(1970), wherein the Appellate Court of Illinois affirmed the
trial court's granting of summary judgment to the defendantinsurer on the basis that expenses incurred after termination of
the insurance policy were not covered.

Factually, on July 28,

1968, the plaintiff and his dependents became insured under a
group policy of his employer.

On August 9, 1968, a doctor

diagnosed the son's difficulty as tonsillitis and adenoiditis and
recommended surgery.

On September 1, 1968, the employer-company

terminated its group insurance policy.

On September 27, 1968,

the plaintiff terminated his employment with the employer.

On

November 25, 1968, the son's tonsils were removed and a claim for
$283.00 was filed with the insurance company.

The insurance

company denied liability on this claim because the surgical and
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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hospital expenses were incurred on November 25, 1968, and at that
time the insurance policy was not in force.

The plaintiff

claimed that the expenses were incurred on August 9, 1968, when a
diagnosis was made by the doctor.
The court did not agree, citing the language from the
policy in question that provided coverage "[i]f, while insured
under the Policy, an Insured shall incur eligible medical
expenses as a result of accidental bodily injury or sickness
" The court agreed that the insurance company had
handled the claim properly and affirmed the judgment rendered in
favor of the defendant.
Finally, in Blue Cross of Florida, Inc. v. Dysart, 340
So. 2d 970 (Fla. App. 1976), the plaintiff brought action to
recover benefits under a group medical, surgical and hospitalization expense policy similar to the policy issued by Deseret
Mutual.

The plaintiff had been injured in an automobile accident

on December 26, 1972 which resulted in the incurring of hospital
and medical expenses from December 26 to 27 and from January 3 to
January 20, 1973.

The insurance policy, however, was cancelled

by the employer at midnight on December 31, 1972.

The insurance

company declined to pay the expenses incurred after January 1,

1973.

On appeal from the summary judgment in favor of the

plaintiff, the District Court of Appeal of Florida vacated the
judgment and directed the lower court to enter final judgment in
favor of the insurance company.

The court held that a group

policy covering medical and hospital expenses incurred during the
contract period but which had no provision for post-termination
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated
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coverage did not afford coverage to the employee even though

t~

expenses eventually incurred were a result of injuries sustained
prior to the termination of the policy.
The court rejected the lower court's reasoning that the
coverage in effect at the time of the accident continued over

a~

was binding on the insurance company after the plaintiff's
employer terminated the group policy, by stating:
While the court's rationale may, in proper
instances, be applicable to an accident and
health policy, it is not applicable to
hospitalization and medical expense policies
which afford benefits only during the time of
coverage.
Here, coverage was provided to the
plaintiff as a Blue Cross/Blue Shield group
subscriber.
Continuation of that coverage
was to be furnished in consideration of
payment in advance of the rates applicable
for the type and extent of coverage specified
in the contract. Thus, it appears coverage,
to be effective, is dependent upon continued
payment of premiums by the subscriber.
It
seems, therefore, axiomatic that upon
termination of the contracts and cessation of
premium payments, the only coverage available
is that stipulated in the contracts. We note
the lack of any stipulated posttermination
benef1ts in the contracts in th1s case.
340 So.

2d at 972 (emphasis added).

The court found no intent

manifested in the policies to provide any post-termination
coverage because the policies provided only limited specified
benefits and contained no provisions for post-termination
coverage.
In the case at hand, the plaintiff's coverage under her
employer's medical expense plan likewise terminated according to
the provisions of the policy in force between Deseret Mutual and
the employer.

Coverage was to be provided under the contract

only during the period for which the appellant was a premium-
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paying employee.

When appellant ceased paying premiums and

terminated her employment, she was no longer eligible for
benefits.

Therefore, Deseret Mutual is not responsible for the

payment of claims based upon expenses incurred after the last day
of March, 1974.
~pellant's

1.

Authorities Distinguished
Appellant cites and interprets an annotation found

at 68 A.L.R.2d 8 as requiring Deseret Mutual to pay benefits for
expenses incurred after she terminated her employment.

That

annotation states that, " • • . where a loss insured against
occurs before the insured's employment is terminated within the
meaning of the "termination of employment" clause, the insurer is
liable under the policy, but where such loss occurs after the
insured's employment has been terminated the insurer is relieved
of liability • •

68 A.L.R.2d at 20-21.

The respondent has

no argument with this statement. It should be recognized,
however, that in our case the "loss insured against" is the
incurring of certain hospital, surgical and medical expenses
during employment.

Since the appellant had terminated her

employment before she incurred expenses, the loss insured against
occurred after the policy had terminated.
2.

The 1962 case of Service Life Insurance Co. v.

Branscum, 352 S.W.2d 586 (Ark. 1962), cited by the appellant, is
not in point because (a) it does not involve a group employee
policy,

(b) the insurance company initially accepted the premium,

but later refunded it, and (c) the termination of the policy was
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attempted unilaterally by the insurance company after it realized
that there would be continuing expenses.
3.
229 Mo. App.

The 1935 case of Clardy v. Universal Life Ins.

co.,

682, 79 S.W.2d 509 (1935), is likewise not in point

because (a) it dealt with an individual "industrial policy," not
a group employee expense policy,

(b) the insurance company

unilaterally refused to accept premiums after a particular time,
and (c) the issue in the case was whether the preexisting
obligation precluded the insurance company from cancelling the
policy.
4.

After citing her authorities, the appellant

recognizes the existence of some of the recent, relevant cases
that support the position of Deseret Mutual (Brief of Appellant,
p. 6).

The appellant does not attempt to distinguish these

cases, but instead suggests that there is a conflict in

authori~

that can be resolved in her favor by reference to an annotation
found at 75 A.L.R.2d 876.
Such analysis is faulty, however, because (a) the
annotation deals with accident policies (the title is "Insurer's
Liability under Accident Policy which Terminated after Accidental
Injury but prior to Completion of Medical Treatment, Hospitalization, and the Like"),

(b) the annotation was published in

1961, well before the decisions relied upon by the respondent,
(c) none of the cases cited in the 1961 annotation apparently
deals with an employee group policy of medical expense, and (d)
none of the cases cited by the appellant in her support is cited
in the annotation.

It is difficult to understand how a statement
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from such an annotation helps to resolve a conflict supposedly
created by appellant's unresponsive cases.
5.

We do not argue that Deseret Mutual can avoid

liability for expenses incurred .by an employee simply because the
employee quits.

The risk insured against is the incurring of an

expense by an employee.
is established.

When that contingency occurs, liability

The risk insured against is not an accident.

Hence, liability does not attach for all consequences of an
accident, as would be the case in an accident policy.
This case does not involve an attempt by an insurance
company to minimize its liability by cancelling a policy of
insurance, reducing coverage, or refusing to accept premiums.
The appellant here terminated her own policy by ending her
employment.

Deseret Mutual had no control over that occurrence.

Deseret Mutual has recognized its liability for expenses incurred
during employment, even during the leave of absence.

Benefits

have been paid on all such expenses.
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Point 2:

The Insurance Policy in Question is not Ambiguous in Ito
of Only those Expenses Incurred by an Ernpl~
Dur1ng Employment

Cov~rage

The entire policy as it relates to the question at hand
has been analyzed in the preceding section.

The policy states in

no uncertain terms that Deseret Mutual is obligated to pay
benefits for certain types of medical expenses incurred by
employees.

The appellant argues generally that the policy is

ambiguous, but fails to demonstrate where the supposed
can be found.

ambigui~

The trial judge considered appellant's argument on

ambiguity after a review of Myers v. Kitsap Physicians Service,
474 P.2d 109 (Wash. 1970), and concluded as follows:
In the Meyers [sic] case, which I think is
your best case on that point, of course, I'm
not sure that had I been examining the same
contract, I would have found it was
ambiguous.
I think they are stretching
things coming to that conclusion, but they
did specifically tie it to the reasonable
man, the average man purchasing insurance
standard; and applying that same
standard as I examine this contract,
I simply cannot reach the same result.
I think the definition of what an
employee is is quite clear.
I think the
contract is quite clear that anyone who is
not an employee is not covered.
I think that
the numerous references to charges incurred
by an employee throughout the course of the
contract leads anyone attempting to construe
the contract right back to the definitional
section, which gets right back to what an
employee is.
(R.

521-22) (emphasis added).

agree.

With this analysis, we strongly

Especially, we agree that the court in Myers was

stretching its analysis to confront what it considered to be a
very unfortunate situation.
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Mr. Myers was the first patient of the Seattle
Artificial Kidney Center and began to receive hospital
hemodialysis treatments.

The defendant refused to pay for this

treatment, claiming such treatment was not covered.

A board of

arbitration ruled in favor of the plaintiff, and a Superior Court
later granted summary judgment to the same effect in December of
1966.

Thereupon, still during December of 1966, the defendant

notified plaintiff and others that its basic contract would be
modified effective February 1, 1967.

The modification

specifically excluded chronic kidney disorder treatments from
coverage.

It appears that the court's decision was greatly

influenced by its perception that the defendant was trying to
change its coverage mid-stream to avoid having to make payments
to the painfully disabled Mr. Myers.
Such is not the case here.

The appellant and her

employer effectuated a termination of the appellant's coverage.
The respondent was not attempting to deprive the appellant of
anything to which she was entitled.
The appellant asserts that the certificate given to
~ployees

is ambiguous.

Yet she did not introduce such

certificate into evidence and does not quote from it.

Moreover,

she suggests that employees do not read the full contract.
s~gestion

This

takes the vitality out of the "reasonable man"

interpretation standard which has apparently never been adopted
tn Utah.
we contend that the trial judge was correct in finding
~,o

ambiguity in the policy in question.
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Point 3:

The Public Policy of the State of Utah Concerning Requi,
Coverage for Insurance Policies is Set by the Utah --...!.::'
Legislature and the Commissioner of Insurance, Neit~r ,
of Which Has Declared that Expense Incurred Policiesare Contrary to the Public Interest
In Utah, as in other states, insurance companies are

heavily regulated by statute and by a Commissioner of Insurance.
Chapters 19 and 20 of the Utah Code (Title 31) govern policies
such as Deseret Mutual's.

The Utah legislature has made certain

provisions mandatory in insurance policies of this type.

The

provisions include the following:
1.

All insurance policy forms where a written appli-

cation is required must be filed with and approved by the
Commissioner of Insurance.

Utah Code Annotated, section 31-19-

9(1)(1974).
2.

A policy is not to contain any provision

attempti~

to make any portion of the charter, bylaws, or other constituent
document of the insurer a part of the contract unless such
portion is set forth in full in the policy.

Utah Code Annotated,

section 31-19-16 (1974).
3.

No insurance contract is to have a provision

requiring the policy to be construed according to the laws of any
other state or country.

Utah Code Annotated, section 31-19-

19(l)(a)(l974).
4.

No insurance policy is to contain a provision

attempting to deprive the courts of this state of jurisdiction.
Utah Code Annotated, section 31-19-19(l)(b)(l974).
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''

5.

No insurance policy is to contain a provision

limiting the right of action against the insurer to a period of
less than one year from the time when the cause of action
accrues.

Utah Code Annotated, section 31-19-19(l){c)(l974).

6.

There must be a provision to the effect that no

statement made by the insured for the purpose of effecting
insurance shall void the insurance or reduce benefits unless
certain conditions are met.

Utah Code Annotated, section 31-20-

2(1)(1974).
7.

Dependent coverage under a group hospital or

medical expense insurance policy must contain a provision that
ilie reaching of a particular limiting age by a dependent will not
terninate the coverage of that dependent if he is incapable of
self-sustaining employment by reason of mental retardation or
physical handicap and is chiefly dependent upon the employee for
support and maintenance.

Utah Code Annotated, section 31-20-

2(4)(1974).

8.

The insurance policy may not require that the

service to be rendered by a health care provider be rendered by a
particular hospital or person.

Utah Code Annotated, section 31-

20-3(1974).
9.

A newly enacted provision requires that group

disability policies providing coverage on an expense incurred
~sis

and which provide coverage for any members of the insured's

tamily must also provide that any health insurance benefits
~plicable

for dependents of the insured shall be paid with
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respect to a newly born child from the moment of birth including
the necessary care and treatment of medically diagnosed congenital defects and birth abnormalities or prematurity.

Utah Code

Annotated, section 31-20-2(5} (Supp. 1977).
Thus, it can be seen that the public policy of the
State of Utah concerning what should and should not be written
within a policy of this type has been clearly expressed by the
Utah legislature.

By the authority granted him by such

legislation, the Commissioner of Insurance has authorized and
approved all policies used by Deseret Mutual.
Despite the careful regulation of the insurance
industry by the Legislature and the Commissioner of Insurance,
there is no provision of law preventing insurance companies from
writing expense incurred policies for changing employee groups.
We submit that if such policies were against "public policy"

sue~

a declaration would have been made by the Legislature or the
Commissioner of Insurance.

If the Court were to hold in favor of

the plaintiff in this case, it would be usurping the authority of
the legislative and executive branches of government.
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CONCLUSION

The respondent is not required by the terms of the
policy to pay benefits to the appellant for the expenses incurred
after her insurance coverage terminated because:

(l) by the

terns of the policy only those expenses incurred by employees
could possibly be eligible,

(2) by the terms of the policy only

those employees who are insured at the time the expenses were
incurred are covered,

( 3) by the terms of the specific benefit

sections, benefits are paid to an individual who incurs
particular expenses or receives particular treatment only when
that individual is an employee, and ( 4) the type of coverage
proposed by the plaintiff is conspicuous in its absence from the
terns of the policy.
It is not contrary to the public policy of this state
to allow insurance companies to provide expense incurred policies
for changing employee groups.

The Utah Legislature, which has

spoken on numerous subjects involved in similar public policy
issues, has not prohibited the provision of such policies, which
~ovide

low-cost health care for employees.
Respectfully submitted this

tB-!-1.;

day of June, 1979.

KIRTON & McCONKIE

Attorney
'cmd
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DESERET MUTUAL BEN~FIT ASSOCIATION
Salt Lake City, Utuh
POLICY NO.

De

M-HOl-1

THE POLICYHOLDER:
THE EMPLOYER:
Affiliates.

DATE OF ISSUE:

Health Services Corporation

Health Services Corporation, and its Subsidiaries and

November 1, 1970

RENE\•/AL PREMIUMS ARE DUE: DeceGlber 1, 1970, ami monthly
the first day of each month .

thcn:~~cer on

.
_The Deseret Mutu~l Benefit A~sociation (herein called the;\sscl
c1at1on) agrees. to pay the group Insurance benefits herein provide
~vith respect to each insured employee of the Emploj•er, in accordo~:l
with and subject to' the terms and conditions of this Policy.

i

This Policy is issued to the policyholder in considerationcf'
the application of the policyholder and of the payment of premi
provided herein, to take effect as of the Date of Issue hereof.
Policy will terminate, as hereinafter provided, upon failure top;,
any premium before expiration of the grace period allm·1ed for
and under circumstances hereinafter specified.
It 1vill terminal~
following written notice by the Association or by the policyholcler.
Premiums are payable in amounts determined as hereinafter provided.
The first premi urn is due on the Date of Issue and renev1al pre
urns are due as stated above during the continuance of the Policy.
This Policy is delivered in and is governed by the Lc:·t~s of th
State of Utah.
IN \'IITNESS It/HEREOF, Deseret Mutual Benefit Association has Cc'
this Policy to be executed this
1st
day of
November
1·

EXECUTIVE VICC PRESIDCNT
Group Hospital, Surgical and Medical Expe,se ln:ouran..:c: Polic,
Renewable Term Insurance--Contributory--Participating
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HCP

GEN~RAL

PROVISIONS

Definitions-- For purposes of this Policy:
'I•

The term "Employee Benefits" means the benefits provided for the
employee under this Policy.

2.

The term "Depc:ndent Benefits" means the benefits provided for the
employee's dependents under this Policy.

3.

The term "Employee" means a person directly employed in the regular ~usiness of, and compensated for service by, the Employer.
No D•rector of a corporate Employer shall be deemed an emplOyee
solely because of such directorship.
An employee of the subsidiaries and affiliates of the En~loyer
named on the face of this Policy, i f any, shall be deemed an
employee of the Employer and service with any of such subsidiaries
and affiliates shall be deemed service v1ith the Employer.
A former employee who has retired and elects to continue coverage
under this Pol icy shall be considered an employee of the Employer.

4.

l"

"

The term "Dependent" means:
(l)

Tile employee's lawful

spouse.

(2)

The employee's unmarried children (including infant from
date of birth) who are under age 24 and dependent upon the
employee for support.

(3)

An unmarried child of the employee 24 years of age or
older who is incapable of self-support because of mental
or physical incapacity that existed prior to his reaching
ase 24 1vho is wholly dependent upon the employee for his
support.

(4)

The employee's unmarried children under age 24 who are
dependent upon the employee for support, who are attending an accredited school, college 01· university or while
serving in the Mission Field.

(5)

The term "Children" includes legally adopted children
and children committed by a court of law to the custody
of the employee or employee's wife or husband as the case
nwy be.
The term "Children" also includes children placed
under the direction of the Church Social Services Agency.

Tile term'> "1\ctively at \vork" and "Active 1'/ork" means being in
attencJance in person at the usual and customary place or places
of business acting in the performance of the duties of the
c:mployc:e's occupation on a full-time basis devoting full efforts
and encorgies thereto, except that an employee shall be deemed
actively
atS.J.work
onLibrary.
each
day
of a provided
regular
paidof Museum
~acation,
or on a
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GENERi\L PROV IS I Q;.IS - Conti nuc.d

non->vorking day on which he is not disabled, pr-o,;ided he'.e
actively at work on the last preceding regular work day. ·

6.

The terms "Full-time Basis" or ''Full-time Em~lO)tment" msans.
ment as defined by t~e Employer 1:1ith such crTiployment consti·.l
the employee's prrncrpal occupatron, and the cmploy~e is~
scheduled to vJork at such occupation under definition by yo:,
Employe!".

7.

The word "Physician" means a practitioner of the healing arr
practicing within the scope of his license \'Jho is duly quai:
and licensed to practice.

8.

The word "Hospital" means an establishment \'lhich meets full,
one of the following tests:

(1)

It is licensed as a hospital (if hospital
quired where it is situated).

(2)

It is open at all times and is operated primarily for:
reception, ;care and treatment of sick, oiling or i11jur:
persons <JS in-patients vJho customarily or frequently re,
as such for continuous periods exceeding 72 lwurs.

( 3)

It continuously pr-ovides a 21+ hour-a-day nursin9 servic'
registered graduate nurses.

licensing is·;
i

(4)

I t has a staff of one or more ph y s i c i an s a v a i 1a b 1e at o
times.

(5)

It provides and makes use of at least (a) clinical, Ia:
tory, and diagnostic X-ray services, and (b) major sur]
facilities.
·

(6)

It is not, other than incidentally, a place for alcohol
or drug addicts, a nursing, rest or convalescent hon1eo
similar establishment.

9.

The term "Hospital Confined" means admitted to and conf!neo•.
patient in a hospital upon the recommendation of a physrcrJ'

10.

The word "Injury" as used in this Pol icy means accidental··
injury.

11.

The \'lOrd "Sickness" as used in this Policy n120ns u bc•dil; 0:
order a disease or mental infirmity or all i lln:::s:>25 \ihi
due
the same or a related cause or couscs ,1ol cnt; tli 11 ;
your dependent to receive any bcnsfi ts under any \vorkclen's,
satinn or Occupational Disease Law.

tb

12.

The term "Extended Care F<Jci lity" r,1e0ns an i11stitution, or
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GENERAL PROVISIONS - Continued
l<M, and is ?Peratcd pri mari 1 y for the purpose of providing
skilleJ nursrng care and treatment for individuals convalescing
from injury or sickness as an in-pati~nt; and
(I)

Has organized facilities For medical treatment and provides 2lf-hour nursing service under the full-time supervision of a physician or a graduate registered nurse; and

( 2)

Maintains daily clinical records on each patient and has
available the services of a physician under an established
agreement; and

(3)

Provides appropriate methods for dispensing and administering drugs and medicines; and

(4)

Has transfer arrangements with one or more hospitals, a
utilization revi~.w plan in effect and operational policies
developed with the advice of, and reviewed by, a professional group including at least one physician.

Any institution 1ihich is, other than incidentally, a rest home,
a home for the aged, or a place for the treatment of mental
dise2se, drug addiction or alcoholism, is not considered an
"Extended Care 'Fac i 1 i ty".
means those
or rnJury o

1).

(I)

Are necessary for the care and treatment of the injury or
sickness and are incurred on the recommendation and while
undc; the continuous care and regular attendance of a
physician.

(2)

Art= not in excess of the usual, reasonable and customary
charges for the services performed or the materials
fur·ni shed.

(3)

Are not otherwise excluded from coverage by the terms of
the Program.

(li)

Are incurred for one or more of the services or materials
specified in the Policy.

The; term "Excluded Charges" as used in this Policy means those
charges which do not meet the definition of eligible charges, as
previously defined, and in addition any charges:
(I)

lncurr·ecJ as a result of pregnoncy, miscarriage, childbirth
or complicCltions therefr6m except as otherwise provided for
by the Policy.
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( 2)

PROVISIOiiS - Continuc:cJ

Incurred for diagnostic pur·poses \·Jhich ure not related t;
an injury or sickness unless otherwise provided forb;
the ter·ms of the Policy.

1

1

!

(3)

I,

For the care and treatment of the teeth, gums or alveolar
process, dentures, appliances or supplies used in such
an
care and treatment un 1ess othervJi se provided for by tho ~~:
terms of the Pol icy.
'"' ,tn,

For eye examinations or refractions for the correc~ion oi :ir.'
vision or fitting of glasses, or the purchase of fitting
of hearing aids.
1

( 5)

For care, treatment or operations I•Jnich <Jre performed pr
mari I y for cosmetic purposes, except for expenses incur;:
as a result of an injury suffered vJhile covered under t~
Po I icy.

(6)

Incurred for rest cures, or cures for alcoholism or fo:
drug addiction.
I

I

(7)

Incurred for intentional self-destruction or self-inj
or <Jny attercpt at self-destruction or self-injury •.vile
sane or i'nsane.

(8)

vlhich the individual is not, in the absence of the cover·r
age, legally obi igated to pay.
or1

(9)

Fo;- services furnished by a hospital or faci lit/' ovmedor tor
operated by the United States Government or any agencv
thereof; any charges of services; trF:atmccnts nr supplie> li.'
furnished by or for the United St01tcs Guvr~rn1112nt or an·; id_
agency thereof.
021

( 10)

For services or materials incurred as a result of v/aror,:rh
an a c t of war , or i n j u r y or s i c k 11 e s s s u f Fe red ~'' h i I e i n
'o
military, naval, or air services of an\' country at v1ar. ''"

I ~~:

, :n~

15.

The term "'dar" includes, but is not
clared war and armed aggression.

limited to,

declored or.'.-.,
:~~

:\

COMPUTATION OF PREHIUHS:
The initial premium due ond each ;Jrc 1 ~ 1 '·
thereafter shall be the sum of

(a)

The number of persons then insured for pc:rsonCJl ir1sur~:·
each c I ass i f i c a t i on mu I t i p I i e d by the a p p I i cab I e rate ~
person; and

(b)

The number of persons then

insured fer

n·.:J:?rl ~ ~

i llj_lr.

:J :• :

each c I ass i f i co t i on r":u 1 t i p I i e
:1 i
t hc 2
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GENERAL PROVISIONS - Continued

c:

effect on such premium due date.
Applicable rates are
available from the Association upon request.

t; i

!
The 9rou? policyholder shall be liable for all premiums due during
olarl 1;, 1 time this Policy is in force.
All premiums are payable by the
h
rJuopolicyholder on or before their respective due dates directly to
1
he rneAssociation at its home office in Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Association reserves the right to change the rate for any
of .irsurance provided under this Policy.
ing
(a) On any premium due date that the rate for such insurance has
been in effect for at least twelve months by giving written
,· '
P,,.
notice to the group policyholder at least one month prior
to such premium due date; or

.l

(b)

On any date the provisions of this Pol icy are changed as to
the benefits provided or classes of persons insured.

r
Premium adjustrrents, \•1hether the result of error, administrative
l"iayor an\' other cquse, 1vhich involve a return of unearned premiums
::;the policyholder, shall be limited to the period of twelve months
..:.'iiediately preceding the date of receipt by Association of evidence
t,latsuch adjustmen·ts.should be made.
·

;er-

Instead of the methods of computation of premiums above provided,
';re.11iurns may be computed by any method mutually agreeable to the
,;,sociation and the policyholder which produces approximately the same
J or toea I al7loun t.
1

esi:;YIIEI·IT OF PRG11U~1S: _All premiums due under this Pr;>licy, including
l'l iOJUStments ther-eof, rf any, are payable by the polrcyholder on or
~~re their respective due dates as specified on the first page of
I this Policy,
at the home office of Association in Salt Lake City, Utah.
or, Tile payment of any premi urn shall not maintain the insurance under this
1
lolicy in force beyond the day immediately preceding the next due date,
''cepl as otherwise provided herein.

.

':.::~cr: PERIOD:

A 9race period of thirty-one days, \•Jithout interest
c:,arge, wi II be a ll01·1ed for payment of any premi urn due after the first,
~ring which period this Policy shal 1 continue in Force, provided the
cc 1 iq,holder has not
prior to the premium due date, given 1·1ritten
-:t'ce to the Associ~tion that this Policy is to be terminated on the
:u; i,mmediately preceding such premium due date.

;:p:.:lrl!\TION OF POLICY:
If the policyholder fails to pay any premium
c.;rn the cr-acG pGriod, this Policy shall automatically terminate on
':ast d,;~ of such grace period, but the policyholder shall, never..:rcss, b"' lic,ble to the Association for the payment of all premiums
c'' uuc and unpaid, including a pro-rata prGmium for the grace period.
·, :::J'.-J(;ver, 1·1rittcn nutice is 9iven by the policyholder-to the Asso:u~iun, aur-ins
the
gr.Jce
pc;riod,
that
this-Policy
isof Museum
to be
terminated
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GENERAL PROVISIONS- Continued

before the expir<Jtion of the_grac(! pcriod,_this Policy shall be ter·: 1i.
n?ted as of til~ date ?~. rece1 pt of su~h vlrl t_t<::n notice by th~ Associ a..
t,1?n or the dac~ ::.pec1,-1ed by the po!1cyholoer fo:· such terr.llnwtion, /:
v1n1chever date IS later, and the policyholder shall be liablt: to the .'
Association For the payment of all premiums then due and U;lpaid in- lro
clud!ng a pro-rata premium for the period commencing with the l~st
prem1um due date and ending with such date of termination •

. The Association may t~rminate this Policy on the f! r~t policy
ann1versary or on any prem1um due date thereafter, by g1v1ng 11ritten •..
notice to the policyholder at least thirty-one days in advance, if~~:
the termination date specified in such notice, the nue1ber of encployee/"
insured hereunder is less than 10 or less than 75 per cent of the
number of employees eligible for insurance hereunder.
RECORD OF EMPLOYEES lt·ISURED:
The Association shall maintain a r2corc
1vhich shall show at all times the names of all employees insured
hereunder, the beneficiary, i f any, designated by each such employee,
the date when each employee became insured and the effecti•;e date of
any change in coverage and such other information as may be required
to administer the ins~rance hereunder.
I

The Association shall furnish the policyholder, upon its
able request, a copy of such record.

,.

I·"

I ,~ 5L

The policyholder shall furnish periodically to the: Association
such information relative to employees becoming insured, changes in
coverage, and terminations of insurance as the Associatio>J may requir!··;R::
for the administration of the insurance hereunder.
Such of the Em·'
ployer's and/or policyholder's records as may, in the opinion of tlie,:!s
Association have a bearing on the insurance hereunder shall be openrl'ieu
inspection by the Association at any reasonable time.
:o~?
EFFECT OF ERROR:
Inadvertent error, failure or omission on Lhe pa::l;sSE
of the po 1 i cy:1o 1der to report the name of .:;ny emp l oyc:;e 1·1ho has. quarr·r 'equ
fied for the insurance hereunder in accordance >·Ji th the prescribed '
conditions
or whose amount of insurance is to be changed in accorcc .clan
with the p~ovisions hereof, shall not deprive s;Jch e,nployee of ins-~·;fU
ance nor affect the amount thereof; nor sha 11 fail u ;·e Lo rc::port tri
termination of insurance of any employee be construed as irwolving_,
effecting the continuation of such i nsur<:Jnce beyond the date of tE:,
ination determined in accordance vJith the provisions hcreof.
EMPLOYEE'S CERTIFICATE:
The Association v1ill issue to the polic·
for delivery to each ins11red employee an individ,~al ccortif:ca sc:
forth a statement as to the insurCJnce pr·otection to uhich h12 IS,.
to v1hom the benefits are payable, and such limitoti011S or· r.::c,ur,·c.
in this Policy as may per(ain to the insured er:::'lo,,:::e.
T:lC: ',\ore'
tificale" as used in this Policy shall inclucie certi;'ic,-,te r1G~r- 1
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GENERAL PROVISIONS - Continued
I":Ji.

ci 2·

cHOICE OF PHYSICIAN:
The employee shall have free choice of any
1"( qualified physician or surgeon and the physician-patient rehip shal I be maintained.

n'

ne
n-

t·'88fiiTY 'tilTH LA\•1:
If any provision of this Pol icy is contrary to
tO Vlhich it is Subject, Such provision is hereby amended to
f' 1 (orm there to.

r_ iJa'll

er. lfiTICIP~TING:
, c.1 ;;soc 1a t 1on •
ye;;

This Policy shares in the surplus earnings of the

NATION OF BENEFITS:

In the event benefits apply under two or
benefits under this Program shall be subject
benefits provision.
The "primary-secondary"
.orG 0,;ce 11t rule shall be used.
This means that if the individual is
li;;ued by another g,·oup health plan which does not contain a coordin·ee,l'"ion of benefits provision, that plan becomes the primary plan vlith
of :isponsibility for first payment.
If both health plans have a coord·cd ,1acion of benefits provision, the plan covering the person as an
lc·)loyee pays first.
\'lhen children are patients, the plan covering
:,efather pays first~
If the individual is insured under two plans
:Oc· :.1rough t\vo jobs, the plan v;hich has covered for the longer period of
'··''is the primary plan.
Benefits payable under individual health
,:,;urancc policies ·including medical expenses under automobile-policies
1
ln ji:l not affected by coordination of benefits •
-,~ 2 group health plans,
:c~nis co0rdination of

l

Expenses for 1·1hich payment is
.J,;i<tiErl'S CCMPENSAT\Oi'\ EXCLUSION:
red under applicable Workmen's Compensation Statutes are not
:he, 1gible for payment under this medical plan.
This Policy is not in
:n :ieu of and does not affect any requirement for coverage by Workmen's
.:o~.~ensa t ion I nsu r·ance.

~

3~: ;iiESSI·IENT:
If for any reason the Association is unable to maintain
"'",required res2rves or pay justified claims for benefits, an assessment
8,
be levied ugainst the policyholder in accordance v;ith an equitable
rdi oian of <Jssessment approved by the 1nsurance Commissioner of the State
SJ:· ;~ Utah.
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STANDAI\LJ PIWV IS I Oi·IS
ENTIRE CONTRACT:
This Policy, the ap 1Jiication of the polic\•ho1clc; 1~ ~~
individual applications (enrollment cwrds) of insured constitute the~~~·
entire contract between tile.parties.
All ~tatements made by tl 1;o pGiic/
holder or by the employees 1nsured and the1r depe,dents shall in the
absence of fraud, be deemed representations and not \varr<Jnties.
llo 1
statement made by an insured employee or his dependents sl1all avoid··f
insu~ance or be used_ i~ defense to a clai~ hereunde; unless a copy of
the 1nstrurr:ent conta1nrng such statement 1s or has been furnished to 1
such employee or to his beneficiary.
r
1

I

AMENDt~ENT Ar~D ALTERATION OF CONTRACT:
This Po 1 icy may be amended at
any time, subject to the lav1s of the jurisdiction in v1hich it is delivered, without the consent of the er.1ployees insure·d hereunder oro,'
their beneficiaries, by written agreement between the policy1Jolcl2r
the Association.

No change in l:he Policy shall be valid unti I approved by a dul·•
authorized officer of the Association and unless such approval be '
endorsed hereon or attached hereto.
No <Jgent has authority to chans1
any Policy or waive any provision thereof.

01

me

si
th

NOTICE AND PROOF OF CUA!:'i:
Written claim must be submitted to the
Association vJithin ninety days of the date of Joss for 1·1hich benefiti
arising out of each~injury or sickness may be claimed.

~s
I

Notice given by or in bc;h<Jlf of the claimant to the Association/
its home office or to any authorized agent of th~ Associwtion, 1·1ith 1
particulars sufficient to identify the insured individc.wl, shall be,
deemed to be notice to the Association.
Failure.; to furnish notice
within the time provided in the Policy shall not invalidate any c 1
.• a:~ ·
i f i t shall be shown not to have been reasonably possible to furnrsr
such notice and that such notice 1vas furnished as soon as was rcaso,,.
ably possible.

1

'

1

IC•J

LE

re•
of
Po

th I
los

gi v

The Association, upon receipt of the notice required by tne
an
Policy, 1~1ill furnish to the claimant such fo1-ms c1s are usually fur·, of
ni shed by i t for fi 1 i ng proof of loss.
If such forms are not so fu~l ext
nished within fifteen days after the Association rece::ives such no::
the claimant shall be deemed to have complied 1~1ith che requirements.
the Policy as to proof of loss upon submitting, \'lithin the time f,::'
in the Policy for filing proofs of loss, \·JrittE::n proof cover1n9 tk
occurrence, character and extent of the loss for 1•1i1ich claim is 1'':i
Affirmative proof of ioss of time on accou11t of clis<J~ci!it'/ 01
hospital confiner~1ent for v1hich clwim is made r:1ust be: furni shc:c: t:· ·
Association within ninety days <Jfter the termir1atio" of ti:·2 ;JCI.,
v1hich claim is made.
Affirm.:Jtivc proof of any other loss on •:1:1ic:
clair1 may be based must be furnished to the 1\ssociotion not later
ninety days <Jfter the dote of such loss.

EXM~INATION:
shall provided
ho•;eby the
the
riqh~
c· 1 Jfl:Jr~tL'
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STAIWARD PROVISIONS - Conl i nued
the basis of a claim hereunder v1he11 and so often as it may reasonably
require during pet1Jcncy of claim hereunder, and also the right and
opportunity to make an autopsy in case of death v1here it is not forbidden by law.

PAYriHJT OF CLAIH:
Upon request of tht~ insured employee and subject to
due proof of loss, the accrued daily hospital benefits 1vill be paid
eoch 1veek during any period for which the Association is liable and
any balance remaining unpaid at the terrninotion of such period v1ill be
paid i~mediately.upon.receipt ?f ?uc p:oof.
Any other ?enefits provided 1n the pol1cy Will be paid 1mmed1ately after rece1pt of due
proof.
AIl benefits are payable to the employee; provided, however, that
if any such benefit remains unpaid at the death of the employee, or i f
the en1ployee is a minor or is, in the opinion of the Association,
legally incapable of giving a valid receipt and discharge for any pay~nt, the Association may, at its option, pay such benefit to any one
or more of the following relatives of the employee:
wiFe, husband,
mother, fother, child or children, brother or brothers, sister or
sisters.
Any paymcn~ so made will constitute a complete discharge of
the Associa'cion's obligations to the extent of such payment and the
Associ<Jtion \vill nq_t be required to see to the application of the
mn::y so paid.

r~o action at law or in equity shall be brought to
recover on the Pol icy prior to the expiration of sixty days aftGr proof
of loss has beGn filed in accordance with the requirements of the
Policy, nor shall such action be brought at all unless brought within
three (3) years from the expiration of the time within which proof of
loss is rGqu i red by the Policy.

onj LEGAL PROCEEDINGS:

~!
sh

;on·

Tll·l[ Lli'iiTATIO,~l:
If any time limitation of the Policy with respect to
giving notice of claim or Furnishing p1·oof of loss, or the bringing of
an action at la1'1 or in equity, is less than that permittGd by the law
of the state in v1hich thG Policy is delivered, such limitation shall be
extended to agree with the minimum period permitted by such lavJ.

r·

ts

I
I

:k'

r.;:.j
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SCHEDULE OF COIEFI TS --

G1:0 LUHES Cr:: C.FI TS

BASIC PLAN BENEFITS:
HOSPITAL:

SURGICAL:

I.

Three-bed ward for 70 dai'S.

2.

Special charges -

3.

Ambulance charges - $25.00 plus $1.00 per mile o'1er:
25 miles with $75.00 annual maximum, but not more t·.l
actual charges.

Usual,

PHYSICIAN'S VISITS

in full

fo1- 70 dztys.

reasonable and customCJry charges paid in full.
IN HOSPITAL:

$7.00 pe1· v1s1t, one visit perd 2
for 70 days.
'1

DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY AND LABORATORY EXPENSE:
SUPPLEMENTAL ACCIDENT EXPENSE:

'I

$100.00 p<cr colc:nC:M ye2·
pc;r f<Jrnily.

Up to $300.00 per accident per
individual sep<Jrate fl-om ull other
basic medical benefits.

MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS:
In addition to Basic-Plan benefits, 80 per cent of all eligiblcch2
will be paid after an annual deductible of $100.00 per individual,
$300.00 maximum per family.
Maximum benefits $25,000.00 per persor.
NOTE:

Maternity Benefits for a female employee v!ith dependent ww
are provided under the Schedule of Benefits -- DepenC:ants
Benefits.
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SCIIEDULE OF 8ENEF ITS -- EHPLOYEtS BEnEFITS
BAS I C PLAN 8 E~IE F I T S :
HOSPITAL:

'.1

SUP,GICAL:

I.

Three-bed v1ard for 70 days.

2.

Special charges-

3.

Ambulance charges - $25.00 plus $1.00 per mile over
25 miles with $75.00 annual maximum, but not more than
actual charges.

Usual,

PH'ISICIMI'S VISITS

in full

reasonable and customary charges paid in full.
1~1

HOSPITAL:

$7.00 per VISit, one visit per day
for 70 days.

., I

DJf,GfiOSTIC X-RAY AND LABORATORY EXPE~ISE:

I SUPPLEHENTAL ACCIDENT EXPENSE:
r

h2

Oc.

for 70 days.

I

J.iAJOI~

$100.00 per calendar year
per family.

Up to $300.00 per accident per
individual separa~e from alI other
basic medical benefits.

lftED i CAL BENEFJTS:

In addicion to Basic Plan benefits, 80 per cent of all eligible charges
\'Jill be paid after a deductible of $100.00 per individual, or $300.00
n:aximum per family.
(Deductible accumulation period:
365 days).
~xi mum benefits $25,000.00 per person.

rWTE:

l~aternity Benefits for a female employee v1ith dependent coverage
are provided under the Schedule of Benefits-- Dependents
Benefits.
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SCHEDULE OF Gt:NEFITS -- DEPCtWGi!S CLtlEFI IS
BASIC PLAN BENEFITS:
HOSPITAL:

SURGICAL:

1.

Three-bed vJard

2.

Special charges

3.

Ambulance charges
$25.00 ~lus $1 .00 per mi I e over
miles with $75.00 annual maximum, but not more than
actual charges.

for 70 days.

-

in fu II

for 70 days.

-

Usua 1, reasonable and customary charges paid in fu II.

MATERNITY: Hospital for 10 days, plus $100.00 to the physician for
normal delivery or miscarriage, or $150.00 for caesarean
section.
PHYSICIAN'S VISITS IN HOSPITAL:

$7.00 per visit, one visit per da;
for 70 days.

DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY AND LABORATORY EXPENSE:
SUPPLEHENTAL ACCIDENT EXPENSE:

$100.00 per calendar year
per family.

Up to $300.00 per- individual separa:
from all other basic n1edical benefit

MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS:
In addition to Basic Plan benefits, 80 per cent of all eligible ch3r:
be paid after an annual deductibleof $100.00 per individual,or
$300.00 maximum per family.
Maximum benefits $25,000.00 per person.

~<Jill

Amended l/72
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SCHEDULE OF CEt;EFITS -- DEPENDEtiTS BEfiEFITS
BASIC PLArl CEiiEFITS:
HOSPITAL:

SURGICAL:
1r

~a

r

Three-bed ward for 70 days.

2.

Special charges- in full

3.

Ambulance charges - $25.00 plus $1.00 per mile over 25
miles with $75.00 annual maximum, but not more than
actual charges.

Usual,

reasonable and customary charges paid in full.

Hospital for 10 days, plus $100.00 to the physician for
normal delivery or miscarriage, or $150.00 for caesarean
section.

PHYSICIAt~'S

VISITS IN HOSPITAL:

~

SUPPLEJv\ENTAL ACCI DE~lT EXPE~ISE:

:fil

:h 3r:

, or
son.

$7.00 per visit, one visit per day
for 70 days.

OIAGrWST I C X-RAY A~ID LABORATORY EXPENSE:
I

lrL

for 70 days.

i·IATER~IITY:

!an

Ja;

1.

$100.00 per calendar year
per family.

Up to $300.00 per individual separate
from al 1 other basic medical benefits.

1·\A.JOR t1EDICAL BENEFITS:
In addition to Basic Plan benefits, 80 per cent of all eligible charges
1·1ill be paid after a deductible of $100.00 per individual, or $300.00
maximum per family.
(Deductible accumulation period:
365 days). t'laximum benefits $25,000.00 per person.
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I NSUR I NG PR0 V I S I 0 01 S RELi\ T I I: G
TU UIPLOYLL:; lll:)UKid:Ct:
EMPLOYEE? INSU~ANCE BENEF!TS:
The Employee Insurance 8enefits~;~
under th1s Polic.;y f?r an 1~s~red employee shall be in accordo:nc~
the Insurance Benefit Prov1s1ons for En~ployee lnsu1·ance'includ'cl
and his insurance classification under the Schedule of Genefit; 1
tained herein.
.
Should an.ernployee's insurance be continued during disabili·i
approved leave of absence or temporary lay-off, the amount of~~~
surance shall be the amount for which he 1vas insured on his las::
active work, except that i f the Insurance Benefit Provisions or':l
Schedule of Benefits provide a reduction in the amount of insur'~l
a specified date, age, policy anniversary, or at any other SQ~ci'
time, the amount of his i nsu ranee sha 11 be reduced in confor~i '"1
therewith.
!

I

H1PLOYEES ELIGIBLE FOR INSURANCE:
The classes of emploj'ees eli:.l
for insurance hereunder (herein called eligible classes) shailf·l
follows:
1. Full-time Employees
-~
2.
3.

(',

Retired former Full-time Emrloyees
Disabled~ Full-time Employees 1,•ho uere covered under th2 P!2n ·:
the date of disability
L;.
Full-ti:ne Ec.ployees on authorized leav~ o£ absence
5. Surviving s:,:>ouses of former Full-time Employees ,,·ho 1·7ere cove:.
under the Plan on the date of death
Subject to the further provisions of this Section, each
within the eligible classes on the date of issue hereof is eli
for insurance from the date of issue.
Each person 1·1ho becomcsec,
employee 1vithin the eligible classes subsequent to the date of is
will be eligible for insurance retro-active to the date of eG:,Jio·-1·
immediately following the completion of a continuous period oi~
of employment within the eligible classes.

EFFECTIVE DATES OF EMPLOYEES INSURANCE:
Each employee who ma~s I
written request for insurance hereunder, on a form approved byl'11
Association and v;ho agrees in 1vriting to contribute tovJar·d theP 1
of premiums therefor, shall, subject to the furthe1- provisions c
Section, become insured for insurance as follO\·JS:

(a)

If the employee makes such v1ritten request on or !Jefo;
the date he becomes eligible, he shall become insured
on the date he becomes eligible.

(b)

If the employee makes such written request after he
becomes eligible, but not after the end of the ~hlrci·
one day period immedii:ltely follmving the first G8f.'l:
v1hich he is both eligible and active!'/ at v10rk ·:;rlr'
the eligible classes, he shall become insurccl on the
date of such written request.
1

'

If the
employee
makesprovided
such
rc·-JL:CSt
a~tc~ th:;
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INSURING PROVISIONS RELATING TO
EMPLOYEES INSURANCE- Continued
first day on which he is both eligible and actively at
work within the eligible classes, or after pre~ious
termination of insurance because of his failure to make
a contribution when due, he must furnish, without expense to the Association, evidence of insurability satisfactory to it before he may become insured.
If such
evidence is submitted, the employee shal 1 become insured
on the date the Association determines the evidence to
be satisfactory.
{d)
i'

Any employee heretofore insured under this Policy, whose
insurance terminated because of termination of employment or of membership within the eligible classes and
who again becomes an employee within the eligible classes
within twelve months after the date of such termination
of employment or membership shall become insured automatically on the date he becomes eligible and his ·last
previous designation of beneficiary, if any, and agreement in writing to contribute toward the payment of
premiums, spal I apply.

If an employee is not actively at work within the eligible classes
on the date he lr!Oul'd otherwise become insured, he l'li II not become
insur·ed until the next following day on which he is actively at work
1·1ithin the eligible classes.

,.,.

i'

1io:
'",

Any employee who must furnish evidence of insurability satisfactory to the Association as a condition to becoming insured, and
IS
rihose employment or membership within the eligible classes terminates
o··j' \jithout such evidence having been furnished, shall continue to be
j:
subject to the sarr.e requirement if subsequently he again becomes an
employee within the eligible classes.

~~

c'

1

1

c:l

~,:I

I:IOIVIDUAL TERI11NATION OF G1PLOYEES INSURANCE: The insurance of an
employee shall automatically terminate immediately upon the earliest
of the follo'l'ling dates:
(1)

The date termination of his employment occurs.

( 2)

The date he requests his benefits to be terminated.

(3)

The date he is no longer "e 1 i g i b I e" for benefits.

(4)

The date he enters active duty in the armed forces of
any country.

( 5)

The date of termination of the Po I icy.

Work within the eligible classes, except that an employee who is
c.n approvc;d leave of absence, temporarily laid off, employed- on a
''i'l-cimt: buc,is or unable to v10rk because of clisability \viii

1
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INSURING PROVISIOIIS RELI\Tit:G TO
EMPLOYEES INSURI\NCE - Continued

nevertheless be considered as still employed \·Jithin the eligible
classes until the policyholder, acting in ilccordance v1ith rules
eluding individual selection, terminiltes the employee's personJ i
surance by notifying the Associ0tion to that effect or by disconti·
ing premium payments forsuch insurance.
·
The employee who retires may by paying the cost thereof, elec:
continued coverage under the Policy •

•
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liJSURNICE GEI!E:ciT PRO'/ISIC~JS
llbUrulr:-c:r-

-1"\JRITIPLOYt:t:::,'

BASIC HOSPITAL BEt·it:FITS

Benefits will be payable for b,oc.pjtal ex12enses incurred by an
lo
_d~ring any on:o period of_hosf!ital co~i'inernent recorrmended by
811 s phys1c1an as a patient result1ng From bod1ly injury or sickness as
11
fo ll01vs:
1·

i·lhile Hospital Confined
1.

The <Jctual cost charged by the hospital for room and board
(including general nursing care), subject to the daily
room 1 imit and the maximum payment period shown in the
Schedule of Benefits for any one period of confinement.

2.

The actual cost charged an employee:

3.

(a)

By the hospital for services and m<Jterials, other
than room and board, private duty nursing care,
and b~ood and blood plasma, which are required for
purposes of treatment during such confinement while
room and board benefits are payable.

(b)

By the hospital or by a licensed ambulance service
for necessary transportation by ambulance to and from
rhe hospital up to a maximum payment of $25.00 per
trip for up to 25 miles and $1.00 per mile for trips
over 25 miles. There is an annual maximum of $75.00.

The usual or
char es to an emolo ee by a registered
nurse, an anest etist or a physician other tan the surgeon
for the administration of anesthesia.

Tv;o or 1r:orc; periods of hospital confinement for the same illness
shall be considered one period of hospital confinement, unless separated by return to the duties of his regular occupation on a ful 1-time
basis.
\','hi leAn
The
~ i t a 1 or
room and

Outoatient
octual cost char ed an err. lo' ee while a o t atient at a hosi n a ph y s i c i an ' s off i c e for s e r vi c e s and rna t e r i a 1 , other than
board and fees of a physician, which arc;:

I.

Required for purposes of treatment as a result of and
within 48 hours after an injury; or

2.

Required for purposes of treatment in connection v;ith
surgery only at the time of surgery.
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I t·!SURAI,ICE BH!5:FI T Pi~OIJ IS! o;,!S FCm
EMPLOYEES' INSUR~NCE - Continued
Surgicol

Procedures in a Clinic

The actu<Jl cost charqed an en1oloyec b'/ the clinic for servic
and materials incidental to surgical procedures pcerformed in an
approved clinic.

i

rt

(
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I i IS UP,;\!~ CE 8 Ei J E r· I T P1; 0 IJ I S I 0 i IS F 0 !\
EMPLOYEES' INSU~ANCE- Continued

SUf\G I CAl. EXPE:NSE BENEF/ TS

Genefi ts vJi 11 be payable up lO the usual, reasonable CJnd customary amount for expenses incurred by an employee for surgical fees
charged by a phys1c1an for perforn11ng a surg1cal operation resulting
from bodily injury or sickness as fo11ov;s:

1.

The actual cost cha r7ed Cln e~~o l oyee by a physician for
opcrat1on.
.

perfon~in:.; a surg1ca

2.

The CJctual cost charged an C"lployee by a Doctor oF Dentistry
practicing WI thin the scope of h1 s I icense for treatment of
injuries, e;<cept for removal, repair or replacement of teeth
or applia,lce.
(For repair of naturCJl teeth damaged by accident, refer to Supplementary Accident Benefit).

3.

Surgical

removal

of impacted teeth.

I

If.

1

Charses for anesthesia and special facilities required for
surgical procedures performed in a physician's office
shall be 'construed as surgical expense.

T\-;o or more procedures performed during the course of a single
o~e1·ation ~hrough Lila same incision, or in the same natural body orifice, or on the same operative field are to be considered as one procedure 1vi th usual, reasonable and customary charges.
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ltiSUP.ANCE BUIEFIT PRO\'ISIO:\S FOP.
I
I r·!S Ui{,0,iiC l - Conti m: c cl

[t~P LOY EES

PHYSICIM'S VISIT 8Ei1EFITS

(In Hospital

Only)

Senefi ts \.'Ji 11 be payab I e up to the CJmoun t sho•,m in the Sc:,
of Benefits vihen an employee unJerqoes treatment, v1hilr.o hospit,
fined, by a phys1c1an because of injury or sickness.
No more t;
one visit or tre<'ltment each day shall be considered, and benefi
payable only during the period for v1hich hospital room and boa,
fits are payable.
Post operative visits by the surgeon shall not be construt.
"physician's visits" for purpose of this benefi-t.
Physician's visits are not payable for charges incurr:=d b"
of pregnancy (including childbirth or complications therefrom)',
The tota I payment for a 11 visits sha l I not exceed the nBxi·
number of days payable specified in the Schedule of Benefits.
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INSURANCE BENEFIT P~OVISIONS FOR
EHPLOYC:ES' : NSUR.AiKE - Continued

D I AGtlOST I C

,J~;

rut.

X-l~AY

AND LABOR.ATOi',Y

BE~IEFI

TS

Benefits are paid in full i f incu1red during hospital confinement.
A m3ximum of $100.00 per calendar year per family is payable i f incurred other than 1vhi le in the hospital.
Benefits wi 11 not be payable
for dental X-rays except in cases of accidental injury to natural
teeth.
Benefits are not payable unless services were recommended by a
duly qualified physician or surgeon.
No payment vJi ll be made for such charges incurred in connection
physical examinations unless a symptom exists or a cause for
treatment is diagnosed.

1•1ith
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INSURANCE
EI~PLOYEES'

BE~IEFIT

PROVISIO~IS FOR
lrlSURANCE- Continued

SUPPLEMENTAL ACCIDENT BENEFITS
Supplemental accident expense benefits provide payment for~
incurred as a result of and within three months of an uccidental:'
injury up to the maximum aggregate payment shown in the Schedule:
Benefits for each injury in excess of the amounts already providec
1
the other benefits of the Basic Medical Plan.
Benefits are payable for medical, surgical, or dental (n3tur:
teeth or permanent bridgework) treatment or supplies, confinement
a legally constituted hospital, laboratory and X-ray examinations
services of a registered nurse.
Benefits are not payable for or on account of eye refractioc:
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t:;C::IEFIT i'l ~'JISIC1W; Hl8
I : l::; u8.1~ ll c[ - c(JI) L i ll u '0 cJ

M~jor m~Jlc~l eYpense benefits become effective ~hen an e~plove~
i:1curs cliqihle c:l,~rqes in excess of thuse paid by the Basic Plan or
-z;,;;-otller group pi.Jn for <Jny injury or sickness w:1ich exceeds the dedL:ctible amount sho•lln in the Schedule of Benefits.

E l i 9 i b I ,' rna j or me d i c a I expenses i n c u r· red d u r i n 9 the I as t t h r e e
c:unt!1s of a colendLir year, vJhich urc; applied toward the deductible
lor tiloi: year·, are carried fon•wrd and ·~1il1 also be applied tOvJard the
oeductible requirement for the follO\•Jing yeilr-.
1 tur:
1ent
If tv1c1 or rnor:= persons covered through the employee's enrollment
ons
are injured in the S<Jme accident, only the $100 deductible need be met
for cover·0ge of eligible charges for all such individuals arising from
i OC: ~aid ace i dent.
On each January l, there shall be an automatic restoration For an
e:rployee ':!hose maximurn 525,000.00 beneFit under the major medical
cov.:=rage has be,en recluced to belo-.v $25,000.00 by the pa\'ment
covered expenses.
The amount: of the restoration shall be equal to
th~ 21r;ount of benefits paid or $1,000.00, '<-Jhichever is less; but in rro
l'e,l~ shall the amount avai l.Jble at any one time exceed the $25,000.00
;;Jxirnum benefit.
\/hen at least $1,000.00 in benefits has been used, request for
rcst'Jration in full to a ne\·1 maximum limit of benefits ($25,000.00)
may be made by furnisl1ing, at the employees expense, evidence of good

:v:a 1t h.
The charge for a service or a purchase shal I be deemed to be
incurrc:cJ on the date the service is performed or the purchase is made.
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I i!SUR.~:JCE

EHf'LOYEI::S

1

0C:WI': I

l':'.fJVi S IIJ :~ I'C:'.
(rl:'t i nu~d

I rf)IJRA:lCF: -

I·IHJO:< l·lt:D I Cfll E>:f':':,'ISE

C~;;o

I' ITS

Major medical expense benefits bccurne elfectiv:: '.J,-;·.on an(;,";':,:
incurs, 1-1ithin the consecutive irnrr1ecliatc.:ly prc:c:edrWJ 36~-ciJ/ Per
eligible charges in excess of those paid b; the s~~ic Pic~ or c
group for any injury or sickness which exceeds th:: cleduc'ible
shown in the Schedule of Benefits.

c:

On each Januar·y 1, there shall be an aulornatic rc:;tcnocior1
en:ployee ~r1hose maximum $25,000.00 ben:eFit unC:·.or the r::ajo( r~:->di·"J
expense coverage has been reduced to below $2S,000.0C L; t:1e ~=~
oF cove reel e;cpenses.
The amount: of the res ~or·at i sn :.h01 1 I LY: r<,~i
the <J:••ount of benefits paicl or $1,000.00, \•Jhich:ov.c:r is less; IJ•Jt
event shall the amount <Jvai lable ot any one time exceed t:le ~2),;,
maximum benefit.
\vh en at 1e as t $ I , 0 0 0 . 0 0 i n bene f i t s has b:: en u s r: d , r,: :'J : s t
re5toration in full to 3 ne1·1 mexirn~em limit of ben=~its ($2).~H;:),',
may be made by fur,lis.~ing, at the enrployees ~xpeni'::, cviden;::e u;health.
The charge for a ser';i ce or 3 pur'chas2 s~1a II b:-- der=rrlc"-J co::
i.-Jcurred on the date the service is perforrc2d or- ~il·~ pur-ch:;o2 ;,

I

' :~

,,

1/i '7 ::.

\'-:_-:

i';.

..-..::.
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liiSUf\.''dKE BE:IIEFI r PROVISIONS FOR
EMPLOYEES' INSURANCE- Continued
ELIGIBLE CHARGES FOR MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS

1.

Charges for room and board and routine nursing services for
hospital confinement limited to semi-private room rates unless
due to the nature of the illness, private room facilities are
recommended by the physician and approved by the employer.

2.

Charges

3.

Charges by a hospital

4.

Charges for anesthetic material and oxygen.

5.

Charges for an anesthesiologist or a physician.

6.

Charges of physicians for medical care,
operations.

7.

Charges of physicians and psychiatrists on a benefit percentage
of 50 per cent for treatment of mental disorders (see "Excluded
Charges" for limitations).

B.

Charges of graduate registered nurses (R.N.) for private duty
nurses' services and charges for treatment by licensed physiotherapists, other than a nurse or physiotherapist v1ho ordinarily
resides in the same household with the employee or who is related
by blood, marriage, or legal adoption to the employee.

9.

Charges for X-ray examinations (other than dental), microscopic
and laboratory tests and other diagnostic services.

for intensive care facilities.
for medical

services and supplies.

,.'1

treatment, and -surgical

10.

Charges for X-ray or radioactive therapy.

II.

Charges for necessary transportation by professional ambulance
services or rail road or regularly scheduled airline to and from
the nearest hospital or sanitarium equipped to furnish treatment
for the injury or sickness.

12.

Charges for medical supplies prescribed by a physician as follows:
Drugs and medicine obtainable only upon a physician's prescription; blood and other fluids to be injected into the circulatory
system; artificial limbs and eyes; casts, splints, trusses,
brilces, orthopedic shoes, crutches, surgical dressings; and
rental of special equipment recommended by a physician.

:).

Charges for
,-eplacenent
dislocated,
dn ilcci d•2nc

treatment of injuries to natural teeth including
of such teeth or for setting of a jaw fractured or
only when such charges are incurred as a result of
suffered v1hi le covered.
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I~ISURMCC:

EMPLOYEES'

14.

BH!EFIT PI;OVISIONS FOR
INSURANCE- Continued

Charges for room and board incurred 1'1hile coilfined in an e,c
care facility, provided such confinement corr.mences within f,
days after discharge from a hosri tal and such confinement is
recommended by a physician.
The benefit shall be pAyable on
benefit percentage of 50 per cent.
The lifetin:e maximum sh 2
30 days.
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INSURArlCE EniEFIT PROVISIO~iS FOR
EMPLOYEES' INSURANCE- Continued
EXCLUDED CHARGES FOR MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS
<t
].

Charges for hospital room and board which are in excess of the
semi-private room daily limit shown in the Schedule of Benefits
unless due to the nature of the illness, private room facilities
are recommended by the physician and approved by the employer.

2.

charges for visit with a psychiatrist or physician for treatment
of mental disorders in excess of (a) One visit or consultation
during any period of twenty-four hours; (b) Twenty-five visits or
consultations during a calendar year; and (c) $30.00 per visit.

3.

Charges V<lhich are deemed to be in excess of the usual, reasonable
and customary charges for the services performed or materials
furnished.

4.

Charges arising from pregnancy.

)n

l~

'
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FUR
Ei1PLOYEES' I rJSUR/'I~ICE - Con l: i nued
MEDICAL BENEFITS FOR PERSONS AGE 65 AND OVER
In the event a person aged 65 or over, v1hile covered unrJc:r,
Policy, incurs expenses for sickness or injury covered by this P:
the liability under the Policy shall be limited to th~ dif~erenc,'
tween the benefits under the policy and the amount which Medica~
\'Jould provide for such expenses.
This limitation applies vlhethe;
not the person is covered by Medicare.
The term "Group Health Plans" as used in that provision enti
Coordination of Benefits under General Provisions shall not bee:
strued to mean "Medicare".

1.
1.

J,
4.
5.
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I

INSURING PROVISIONS RELATING TO
DEPEIIOEil IS I :ISURAfiCi:
PENDENTS INS~RANCE.BENEFITS: .The dependents insurance benefits prov ded under th1s Pol1cy for an 1nsured employee shall be in accordance
11 th the Insurance Benefit Provisions for Dependents Insurance included
herein and his insurance classification under the Schedule of Benefits
contained herein.
·
P:,

ICe

1r:
1er

1ti

cc

Should an employee's dependents' insurance be continued during
the employee's disability, approved leave of absence, or temporary
lay-off, the amount of his dependents insurance shall be the amount for
which he •t~as insured on his last day of active v1ork, except that i f the
Insurance Benefit Provisions for the Schedule of Benefits provide a
reduction in the amount of insurance on a specified date, age, policy
anniversary, or at any other specified time, the amount of his insurance
shall be reduced in confoimity therewith.
PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR DEPENDENT INSURANCE:
The classes of employees
eligible for dependents insurance hereunder shall be as follows:
1. Full-time E:np loyees
1. Retired fermer Full- time Employees
J. Disabled Full-tir.te Emplo,1ees uho '"ere covered under the Plan on the date of disability
4. Full-time Employees on cruthorized leave of absence
5. Surviving spouses of former Full-time Employees uho "'ere covered under the Plan on
the date o£ death
.
·

Each employee ~ill become eligible for dependents'
the latest of the follmving dates:

insurance on

(a)

The date he becomes eligible for employees insurance.

(b)

The date on v1hi ch he first acquires a dependent.

(c)

The date he first comes within the classes eligible for
dependents' insurance.

No person who is insured for Employ~es Insurance may, at the same
be covered as a dependent under this Policy or anothei Policy
issued by the Association.
-

ti~e,

EFFECTIVE DATE OF DEPENDENTS INSURANCE:
Each employee who makes written
request for dependents insurance hereunder, on a form approved by the
Association and 1·1ho agrees in writing to contribute to1·1ard the payment
of premiums therefor, shall, subject to the further prov1s1ons of this
Section, become insured for dependents insurance as follOI'IS;

(a)

(b)

If the employee makes s~ch written request on or before
the date he becomes eligible for dependents insurance,
he shall, with respect to those persons who are th~n his
dependents, become insured on the date ~e becomes 1nsured
for personal insurance, 1·1hichever date IS later.
If the cmoloyee makes such written request after he becernes eligible foi dependents insurance, but not after
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IIJSURING f'ROVISIO~S f\ELATII\G TO
DEPENDENTS INSURANCE - Cuntcnued
the end of the thirty-one day pe1·iod imrnediately
following the first day on which he is both eligible
for dependents insurance and actively at work ':Jithin
the eligible classes, he shall, with respect to thos"
persons who are then his dependents, become insured
on the date of such request or on the date he becomes
insured for personal insurance, whichever date is late,
(c)

IF the employee makes such v1ri tten request aFter thee~
of the thirty-one day period specified in (b) immediat'
above, or after previous termination of dependents ins·:
ance because of his failure to make a contribution1·1:1e,
due, the employee must furnish, 1-vithout expense to the
Association, evidence of insurability satisfactorl' to
of each person \•1ho is a dependent oF such cmp I oyee on
the date of such request be fore he sha l I become i nsurec
for dependents insurance 1-1i til respect to such dependc:·,
If such evidence is submitted with respect to a depenc,
the employee shal I become insured 1·1i th respect to suer
deperdent on the date the Association determi~es the e.
dence to b~ satisfactory.
In the event that evidence:
i nsurabi I i ty of any person is determined by the ;',ssoci:
tion not _to be satisfactory, such person shall not, io·
the purpo-ses of dependents insurance hereunder, be
deemed a dependent and no dependents insurance shall bo s
provided hereunder with respect to such person.

An employee shall become insured automatically 1-1ith respect
any person 1-vho becomes a dependent of such employee 1·1hi le the err:'·
is insured for dependents insurance on the date such person beco
a dependent of such employee.
If a dependent of an employee is confined in a hospital on·
date such employee vvould otherwise become insured for dependents
surance with respect to such dependent, the employee Hi I I not be:
insured with respect to such dependent unt i I the day fo I I o-.1i ng ~
dependent's final discharge from the hospital except that this:
t ion sha I I not app I y to an infant with respect to .,,hom an err!'JIO;'
would othenvise become insured for dependents insurance on the~
of such infant's birth.
Any employee who must furnish evidence satisfactory to the
c i at i on of the i n s u ra b i I i t y of one or cno r e of h i s cepe t: c1 ~ t s as
condition to becoming insured with respect to such dL!pende.,t or
pendents, and whose employment or memoership within the ci:Jsscs
employees eligible for dependents insurc>ncc terminates ':Jic:.'1::,ur ·
evidence having been furnished, shall continue to iJe su::,ject '~
same requirement i f he subsequently a':iain bc~C·:ln'.eS 0n c':~pl::,/2'2
the classes eligible for dependents insurance.

=

TERM
I NAT I ON Of DEPE~lOOITS II~SURANCE:
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I riSUI\ I rJG PROV IS I O>IS RELI',T II~G TO
DEPENDENTS INSURANCE- Continued
depe11dents insurance; hereunder on the first Policy anniversary or on
any premium due d<Jte thereafter, by giving v1ritten notice to the
policyholder a~ )eas~ thirty-on~ doys in advance, if, on the.termination date spec1f1ed 1n such not1ce, the number of employees Insured
hereunder for dependents insurance is less than 75 per cent of those
eligible for dependents insurance.
INDIVIDUAL TERMINATION OF DEPENDENTS INSURANCE:
The dependents insurance of an employee shall automaticolly terminate immecNately on the
earliest of the follmving dates:

:1

rE:

( 1)

The date he requests his dependent benefits be terminated;

(2)

The date the employee is no

(3)

The date the dependent is no longer qualified;

(4)

The date the dependent enters active duty with the armed
forces of any country;

( 5)

The date thi employees benefits terminate;

(6)

The date of termination of the Plan.

e:
CI~

longer "eligible";

io:
bi

An employee's dependents insurance with respect to any dependent
shall automatically terminate on the day irr:mediately preceding the date
such person ceases to be a dependent, as defined herein.

ct
e·T: I·
'CG

lor

Jr
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Jr~SURMICE

BI'J1EF:T PROVISIOciS
FOR tJtPU.JDt::il fS 8tt'IU I 1·:;

.,

Benefits wi 11 be payable for hospital expens2s i r:curreci by su 1
dapendent during any one period of hospital confinement recorr:me~
a physician as a patient resulting from bodily injury or sickne:,
fo 1 1o~1s :
and
app
While Hospital Confined

1.

The actual cost charged a dependent by the hospital fo,·
room and board (including general nursing care), subjec
to the daily room limit and the maximum payment period
shown in the Schedule of Benefits for any one period of
confinement.

2.

The actual cost charged a dependent.
(a)

By the hospital for services and materials, other
than room and board, private duty nursing ca;e,
and blood and blood plasma, which are required
for purposes of treatment during such confinement
while rpom and board benefits are payable.

(b)

By the hospital or by a lic.:nsed ambulance service
for necessary transportation by ambulance to and
from the hospital up to a maxi mu111 payment oF $35.0(
per trip for up to 25 rni les and $1.00 per mile for
trips over 25 miles.
There is an annual maximumo:
$75.00.

I

3.

The usual or customary charges to a dependent by a regis
nurse, an anesthetist or a physician other than the sur;:
for the administration of anesthesia.

Two or more periods of hospital confinement for the same ir,
shall be considered one hospital confinement unless separated by
period of three consecutive months.
While An Outpatient
The actual cost charged a dependent while an outpatient at 2
hospital or in a physician's office for services and material, o:
than room and board and fees of a physician, which are:

1.

Required for purposes of treatment as a result of and,,
48 hours after an injury; or

2.

Required for purposes of treatment in connectior '.vith s:
only at the time of surgery.
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lciSUf\MICE f!ENC:FIT PR.OVISIOfJS FOR
DEPErWENTS BENEFITS- Co11tinuccJ

by surgical Procedures In A Clinic

ne<
The actual cost charges a dependent by the clinic for services
.,andmaterials incidental to surgical p1·ocedures performed in an
approved c l i n i c ~

fo,j ec
od
of

:r

.o~
or

'II
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued
SURGICAL EXPENSE BENEFITS
Benefits wi 11 be payab 1e up to the usua 1, reasonab 1e and custc.
amount for expenses incurred by a dependent for surgical fees char.
by a physician for performing a surgical operation resulting from:
bodily injury or sickness as follows:
1.

The actual cost charged a dependent by a physician for
performing a surgical operation.

2.

The actual cost charged a dependent by a Doctor of
Dentistry practicing within the scope of his license
for treatment of injuries, except for removal, repair
or replacement of teeth or appliances.
(For repair oF
natural teeth damaged by accident refer to Supplementary Accident Benefit).

3.

Surgical removal of impacted teeth.

4.

Charges for anesthesia and special facilities required
for surgical procedures performed in a physician's offi~
shall be cqnstrued as surgical expense.

Two or more procedures perfo1med during the course of a single
ope1ation through the same incision, or in the same natural body
orifice, or in the same operative field are to be considered as cr'
procedure with usual, reasonable and customary charges.
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued
MATERNITY BENEFITS

lc·

r,-

When an employee has completed nine months of employment and nine
months of coverage under the Plan, maternity benefits as payable when
the vii fe of an employee who has e 1ected coverage is hosp ita 1 confined
or undergoes an obstetri ca 1 procedure up to the amount sho~Jn in the
Schedule of Benefits.
With respect to a married female employee v1ho
has completed nine months of employment and nine months of coverage
under the Plan for herself and her husband (as a dependent), maternity
benefits are payable i f husband and wife were covered under the Plan
on the date the pregnancy coJTmenced.

Maternity benefits apply to normal delivery, caesarean section,
· ormiscarriage.

:e
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INSURANCE BEI,IEFil IJIWV IS I Oi•lS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued
PHYSICIAN'S VISIT BENEFITS (In Hospital Only)
Benefits will be payable up to the amount shovm in the Sch~d·J I
of Benefits when a dependent undereJoes treatment, while hospitalcc
fined, by a physician because of injury or sickness.
No more than one visit or treatment each day shal 1 be consi~,
and benefits are payable only during the period for which hospitui
room and board benefits are payable.
Post operative visits by the surgeon shal I not be
"physician's visits" for purposes of this benefit.

construed~

Physician's visits are not payable for char0es incuned b/ rc',
of pregnancy (including childbirth or complications therefrom).
The tota 1 payment for a 11 visits sha 11 not exceed the maxi rnu"
number of days payable specified in the Schedule of Benefits.
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued
DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY AND LABORATORY BENEFITS

,JI

cc

''

Benefits are paid in ful 1 i f incurred during hospital confinement.
family is payable i f incurred other than while in the hospital.
Benefits wi 11 not be payable
for dental X-rays except in cases of accidental injury to natural
teeth.
Benefits are not payable unless services were recommended by a
duly qualified physician or surgeon.

A maximum of $100.00 per calendar year per

No payment wi 11 be made for such charges incurred in connection
with physical examinations unless a symptom exists or a cause for
treatment is diagnosed.

.,

r::
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FO~
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continu2d
SUPPLEMENTAL ACCIDENT BENEFITS
Supplemental accident expense benefits provide paymen\: fore
incurred as a result of and ~rJithin three months of an accidental·
injury up to the maximum aggregate payment sho,~m in the Sch:=dule,
Benefits for each injury in excess of the amounts already provi~
the other benefits of the Basic Medic~! Plan.
Benefits are payable for medical, surgical, or dental (na~u"
teeth or permanent bridgework) treatment or supplies, confinercen:
a legally constituted hospital, laboratory and X-ray exa,7Ji nations
services of a registered nurse.
Benefits are not payable

for or on account of e;e rt:fractio·,
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CENEFIT Pr;OVISIOW) FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued

MAJOR MEDICAL EXPENSE BENEFITS

Major medical expense benefits become effective when a dependent
or c incurs eligible charges in excess of those paid by the Basic Plan or
ta I any other group plan f?r any injury or sicknes~ v1hich exceeds the deu I e , cuctible amount shown rn the Schedule of Eenefrts.
vi d;:
Eligible major medical expenses incurred during the last three
~:onths of a calendar year, ~oJhich are applieu to~o1ard the deductible
a ~uri 'or that year, ure carried fonvard and \vi II also be applied toward the
~eo:
aeductible requirement forthe following year-.
ions
If t1v0 or more persons covered through ti1e employee's enrollment
;re injured in the same accident, only the $100 deductible need be met
tior,forcoverage of eligible charges fur all such individuals arising from
scid accident.
On eac:1 January l, there shall be an automatic restoration for a
dependent whose maximurn $25,000.00 benefit under the major medical
e~pense coverage has be'en reduced to beiO'tl $25,000.00 by the payn'ent
of covered expenses.
The amount of the restoration shall be equal to
the arcount of benefits paid or $1,00Do00, 11hichever is less; but in no
e'lellt shall the amount available at any one time exceed the $25,000.00
mJx:rnum benefit.
\'/hen at least $1,000.00 in benefits has been used, request for
restoration in full to a ne1·1 maximum limit oF benefits ($25,000.00)
may be made by furnishing, at the person's own expense, evidence of good
he a I ch.
The charge for a service or a purchase shal I be deemed to be incurred on the date the service is performed or the purchase is made.
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - ConLinued
t~AJOR

HEDICAL E>:PENSE BEriC:FITS

Major medical expense benefits become effective v1hen a dc:pe·:
incurs, within the consecutive immediately precedin0 365-day per:.
eligible charges in excess of those paiJ by the Basic Plan or an.
other group plan for any injury or sic!<ness 1~hich exceeds the deG.
ble amount shown in the Schedule of Benefits.
On each January l, there shall be an automatic restorationf:
dependent \~hose maximum $25,000.00 benefit under the major medic'
expense coverage has been reduced to be I ow $25,000.00 by the pa;::
of covered expenses.
The amount of the restoration shall be eq~ 1
the amount of benefits paid or $1,000.00, 1~hichever is less; bee
e';ent shall the amount available at any one time exceed the $2),C,
maximum benefit.
\-/hen at least $1,000.00 in benefits has been used, request i·
restoration in full to a nel.'l maximum limit of benefits ($25,00J.C
be made by furnishing 1 at the person's ovm expense, evidence ors:
health.
1
The charge for,a service or a purchase shall be dee:::eu to be
curred on the date the service is performed or the purchase IS~:

.:

~:i~:~~~~·~z;o: ~ ';,!//,~~,~_:. .· : ·~, ~·-~
:;,: AC:'-.:::0;{[)'"';·:.:.~ \.';: ~-~

i RIL~;:. =t i-h~J .... /. ....... .
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BEN£FITS - Continued
ELIGIBLE CHARGES FOR MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS
J.

Charges for room and board and routine nursing service for
hospital confinement 1 imited to semi -private room rates unless
due to the nature of the illness, private room facilities a;e
recommended by the physician and approved by the Employee Benefits Committee.

2.

Charges for intensive care facilities.

3.

Charges by a hospital for medical services and supplies.

4.

Charges for anesthetic material and oxygen.

5.

Charges for an anesthesiologist or a physician.

6.

Charges of physicians for medical care, treatment, and surgical
operations.

7.

Charges of phys~cians and psychiatrists on a benefit percentage
of 50 per cent tor treatment of mental disorders (see "Excluded
Charges" for ]_imitations).
·

8.

Charges of graduate registered nurses (R.N.) for private duty
nurses' services and charges for treatment by 1 icensed physiotherapists, other than a nurse or physiotherapist who ordinarily
resides in the same household with the dependent or who is related by blood, marriage or legal adoption to the dependent.

9.

Charge.> for X- ray examinations (other than denta 1), microscopic
and laboratory tests and other diagnostic services.

'G.

,._
I"·

s:
be
r.E:

10.

Charges for X- ray or radioactive therapy.

11.

Charges for necessary transportation by professional ambulance
services or railroad or regularly scheduled airline to and from
the nearest hospital or sanitarium equipped to furnish treatment
for the injury or sickness.

12.

Charges for medical supplies prescribed by a physician as follows:
Drugs and medicine obtainable only upon a physician's prescription; blood and other fluids to be injected into the circulatory
system; artificial limbs and eyes; casts, splints, trusses,
braces, orthopedic shoes, crutches, surgical dressings, and
rental of special equipment recommended by a physician such as a
v1heelchai r, hospital-type bed; iron lung, oxygen equipment, etc.
Chingc:. for treatment of injuries to natL·ral teeth including replacement of such teeth or for setting of a jaw fractured or dislocated, only when such charges are incurred as a result of an·
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS GE~JEFiTS- CuntinuecJ
accident suffered while covered.
14.

Charges fo;- room and board incurred \vhilc confined in an ex, I.
care facility, provided such confinement commences \'lithinf
days after discharge from a hospital ancJ such confinement i•
recommended by a physician.
The benef i t she; l l be p"'yab l e cbenefit percentage of 50 per cent.
The li letime maxirilurn s:~·
30 days.
2.

15.

Charges for complications arising from pregnancy related ~ 0
or child in excess of those provided under maternity benefi:
however, dependent coverage must be in effect under provisi:·
this Policy on the date such pregnancy co~menccs.
3.
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued
EXCLUDED CHARGES FOR

ex:.1

CAL BErlEFI TS

Charges for hospital room and board 1·1hi ch are in excess oF the
semi-private room daily limit shown in the Schedule of Benefits
unless due to the nature of the illness, private room facilities
are recommended by the physician and approved by the Employer.

2.

charges for visit with a psychiatrist or physician for treatment
of mental disorders in excess of (a) One visit or consultation
during any period of twenty-four hours; (b) Twenty-five visits or
consultations during a calendar year; and (c) $30.00 per visit.

3'

Charges ~tlh i ch are deemed to be in excess oF the usua I, reasonab I e
and customary charges for the services performed or materials
furnished.

IS

e c-

[0

: fi ~
s i :·

t~EDI

I.

,,'

sh~

I~.L\.JOR
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INSURANCE BENEFIT PROVISIONS FOR
DEPENDENTS BENEFITS - Continued
MEDICAL BENEFITS FOR PERSONS AGE 65 AND OVER
In the event a person aged 65 or over, 1vhi le covered u,lder ·Policy, incurs expenses for sickness or injury covered by this P:
the liability under the Policy shall be limited to the difference
tween the benefits under the Policy and the amount which Medica~
would provide for such expenses.
This limitation applies v;hether
not the person is covered by Medicare.
The-term "group health plans'' as used in that provision enti·
Coordination of Benefits under General Provisions, shall not be c
strued to mean "Medicare".
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Ci\!(E POLICY
RID F.:< C:o. l

~.::OJICI\L

1\ttached co and :nade a part of C'olicy Number

H-HOl-1

In considerc.cion of the payment of a premium which is a part
of the Total Annual Premium for this policy and the continued payment
of premiums on the cbtes, in the mc.nner and under the conditions
specified in the policy, the policy is hereby modified in the follo1·1ing
respects:
The l•ledical C2.re benefit plan is amended as provided in the
replacement pages No. 11, 12, 22 and 37 effective January 1, 1972.
In all other respects the provisions, exceptions and reductions
of the policy remain unchanged and are applicable to this rider.
Attached to the policy and effective January 1, 1972
DESE~ET M~TUAL

BENEFIT ASSOCIATION

/

..,,,,

. ''I•

Exe1utive Vice-?resident
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SUMMARY OF CLAIMS SUBMITTED TO DESERET MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION BY BEATRICE WULFFENSTEIN FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES RELATED
TO AUTOtiOBILE ACCIDENT OF DECEMBER, 1973
ENTITY MAKING CHARGE

NATURE OF SVCS. OR GOODS

Radiology Associates
LDS Hospital

F.mergency Room

Glenn L. Momberqer, M.D.

Robert G. r.reen, RPT

Robert G. Green, RPT
Glenn L. Momberger, M.D.

Initial Examination
Office Visit
Uome Traction
Treatment
Cervical Pillow
Cervical Collar
Treatment

Treatment
Cervical Support
Treatment
Office Visit
Office Visit

DATE CHG.

INCURRED

28 Dec.
28 Dec.

AMT. PAID

1973
1973

13.50
40.00

13.50
40.00

12.00
8.00
20,00
99.00
6.00
15.00
77.00

237.00

154.00
15.00
165.00
8.00
8.00

212.60

4
22
4
4-14
10
18
15-30

Jan.
Jan.
,Tan.
Jan.
,Tan.

1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974

1-28
15
1-28
15
15

Feb.
Mar.
'1ar.
Feb.
Mch.

1974
1974
1974
1974
1974

.Tan.
.Tan.

AMT. CIIGD.

EXPLANATION
Paid in full from basic
hospital benefits while
an outpatient

Paid in full from Suppl~
mental Accident Expense
Coverage
$63.00 pd. from Supplemental Ac~ident Expense
Coverage, making total
of $300 under said coverage for this accident.
Maximum amt. now pd.
under said coverage.
The bale. of the $212.60
pmt. is pd. from Major
Medical Benefits as
follows:
$350 - total chgs.
63 - amt. pd. as
above

$287 - balance
100 - less deductible

x
Prescr1ptions

nn

.80 - paid at 80%
TI49.60
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16.20
Paid
1"'

1-'o•h.

l . '·0

at:

PAGE TWO
ENTITY 11AKING CHARGE

NATURE OF SVCS. OR GOODS

DATE CHG. INCURRED
28
4
26
26
26
26

Prescriptions

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

197 3)
1974)
1974
1974
1974
1974

1\MT. CHGD.

AI1T. PAID

7.83

EXPLANATION
DMBA denied coverage
because it had been
determined that date
of termination from
insurance should have

3.25
6.00
1. 70
3.50

been 31 Jan.

1974

and because large

claims had already
been paid for expenses incurred after

that date
Glenn L. Momberger, M.D.
Wayne 11. Hebertson, M.D.
Glenn L. Mof'1herger, M.D.

Holy Cross Hospital
Robert Uorne, M.D.

X-ray
Office Vis! t
Neurological Services
PUNC.
BURSA
Office Visit
F.lectrornyogram
X-rays

-

23
23
23
16
16
7

Aug.
Aug.
July
Apr.
Apr.
Oct.
2 Oct.

1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID

$519.30

TOTAL AMOUNT DENIED
BECAUSE INCURRED
AFTER TERMINATION
DATE

$346.00

36.00
10.00
49.00
14.00
8.00
125.00
104.00

0
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DMBA denied coverage
because expenses incurred after termination from insurance

BARTULIS v. METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

llL

225

Cite 1\8 218 :S.E.2U. 225

August BARTULtS, Jr., Plalniiii·Appellee,

v.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COM·
PANY, a Corporation, Defend·
ant-Appellant.
Gen. No. I 0692.

Appellate Court ot Illinois.
Fourth District.
June 30, 1966.

Action to recover on hospitalization
policy. The Circuit Court, 1Iacoupin Coun·
ty, Paul C. Verticchie, J., found for insured
and company appealed. The Appellate
Court, Smith, ]., held that group hospitalization policy did not cover hospital and
surgery e..xpense of insured incurred after
the policy had expired for injury sustained
by insured while policy was still in force.
Reversed.

I. Insurance <!=>467.5

Group hospitalization policy did not
cover hospital and surgery expense of insured incurred after the policy had expired
for injury sustained by insured while policy
\Vas still in force.
2. Insurance <!=>146.7(7, 8)

\\"nile ins"J.rance contracts are construed !n fa"·or of the insured, such construction does not degenerate into a perversion of plain language to create an ambiguity where none exists or to father a
contract obligation where none is stated or
re?.sonably implied.
3. Insurance <::=:a4S7.5

Public policy did not compel insurance
company, which had issued group hospitalization I-Olicy, to extend coverage to insured
for hospital and surgery expense incurred
after policy had e..xpired, whtre insured's
mjuries occurred while policy was still in
force.

Gillespie, Burke & Gillespie, Springfield,
for appellant.
McGrady & Madden, Gillespie, for appellee.
SMITH, Justice.
The defendant insurance company appeals from a judgment imposing liability
on them for the cost of hospitalization begun and surgery "performed after the termination of a group insurance policy.
The injuries giving rise to both were sustained several weeks before such termination and in the interim the plaintiii was
treated as an out-pati~nt by his doctor \vithout benefit of hospitalization or surgery.
The trial court predicated coverage on the
fact that the injuries \\'ere receiYed during
the time that the policy was in effect notwithstanding that hospital and surgery expense did not occur and were not incurred
until after the termination date of the policy. Plaintiff insists that public policy requires this result.
Defendant's position
is that the expenses so incurred were not
incurred while the policy was in force and,
for this reason, are not compensational.
Defendant insurance company issued its
group hospitalization and medical expense
policy covering owners and employees of
Standard Oil Service stations. Plaintiff
was a certificate holder by virtue of being
a Standard Oil dealer. He was injured on
May 4, !959, in an automobile accident and
while the policy was in full force and effect. He was treated as an out-patient until September II, 1959, by his own doctor.
On that date he entered the hospital and
from then until October II, 1959, incurred
the hospital expenses and underwent surgery.
In the meantime, however, the
trustees who \Vere administering- the group
insurance plan notified all members of the
plan, including plainttff, that the plan would
be terminated July 31, 1959. C erti hcote
holders were given the prl\ ilege of converting to an individ•Jal policy without medical examination \\ithin 31 d:1ys after the
cancellation date of the group pnlicy.
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Plaintiff did not avail himself of this privilege. The single issue is whether expenses
incurred after termination as a result of
injuries sustained prior to termination are
w1thin the terms of the contract, or as
plaintiff suggests, whether justice and public policy required that liability attach even
though the policy does not by its own terms
impose it.

The provision as to hospital expense pro·
vided:
"• • • That any Certificateholder
while insured for Hospital Expense In-

surance hereunder

* * •

shall have

become confined as a patient in a legally
constituted hospital upon the recommendation and approval of a physician or
surgeon legally licensed to practice medicine, as a result of any injury. * * *"

The provision as to surgical operation
coverage reads :

"•

* That any Certificateholder
while insured for Surgical Operation
Insurance hereunder * • * shall have
undergone any surgical operation specified in Section 9 hereof, as a result of
any injury. * * *"
[1] It seems crystal clear that the coverage provided was for confinement as a
patient in a hospital while the policy was
in force and surgery performed while the
policy was in force.
Neither event occurred during the life of the policy.

Neither in such provisions nor elsewhere
in the policy is there language suggesting
that the policy could or should be read as
providing coverage for hospitalization or
surgery resulting from injuries sustained
while the policy was in force. To so read
this policy is to annex to it a coverage neither specifically stated nor reasonably implied.
\'.'e '.vculd obs.erve that Section 10 entitled
"Benefits after Cessation of Insurance"
provided that if a certificate holder is totally disabled as a result of injuries or sickness on the termination date of the policy,
the hospitalization and surgery coverages
continue, for a period of 31 days. If a

female, and pregnancy exists on the termination date of the policy, coverage is
extended over a period of 9 months for
hospitalization and surgery resulting from
such pregnancy. It is thus apparent that
this is not only a limtted coverage policy,
but its post-termination coverage is likewise specifically limited to specific circumstances. Coverage for injuries sustained during the lifetime of the policy
with hospitalization or surgery resulting
therefrom thereafter is conspicious by its
absence. The clear implication is that
there \vas no intention to provide such
coverage.
[2, 3] We cannot agree with the plaintiff that liability arose when the injuries
were sustained. The- coverage was not
for expense caused by injuries sustained
during the life of the policy, but for the
cost of hospitalization and surgery obtained during the life of the policy. We recognize the rule that insurance contracts.
are construed in favor of the insured, but
construction does not degenerate into a
perversion of plain language to create an
ambiguity where none exists or to father
a contract obligation where none is stated
or reasonably implied. Miller v. Madison
County Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., ~6
Ill.App.2d 413, 197 N.E.2d !53; Thompson
v. Fidelity & Casualty Co. of New York.
16 lll.App.2d 159, 1~8 N.E.2d 9. Nor does
either justice or public policy compel a
different result. Such argument is effectively answered in Shelton v. Equitable
Life Assurance Society of United States.
28 Ill.App.2d 461, 468, 171 N.E.2d 787, 790,
with these words:
"Plaintiff argues in effect that the ninety-day provision should be ignored so
that justice can be served. \Ve know of
no public policy justification for ignoring the language of a contract in order
to impose liability of a defendant insurer for a loss not contemplated by the
contract. The ninety-day period provision allows a reasonable time for the
manifestation of losses caused by acci-
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STRAT-0-SEAL MANUFACTURING COi>IPANY v. SCOTT
Cite as 218

dental InJUry.
;\[arcover, defendant
contracted to pay only for losses occurring within ninety days after injury."
Just as loss of a leg occ"J.rring more than
ninety days aftt:r an injury was not covered in that case, neither is hospitalization
and surgery obtained after termination of
the policy in the case at bar covered. The
judgment of the trial court must be and it
is reversed.
Reversed.
TRAPP, P.
cur.

J.,

and CRAVEN,

J.,

con-

~ .E

Ill.

:227

2d 22>

and healthful standard of livin!; for "unavoidable causes" and who do not refuse
"suitable employment or trainmg'' for selfsupport work where need for aid arises
solely and initially from participation in
strike arising out of labor dispute.
Affirmed.

I. Courts 1!.:=>89

Opinions of Attorney General as chief
law officer would be accorded considerable
weight on matter of first impression in
the courts.
2. Statutes C=>220

STAAT-0-SEAL MANUFACTURING COM·
PANY and Paul H. Philips,
Pial ntlff•·A ppellants,

v.
William J. SCOTT, as Trea~urer of the State
of Illinois, Michael J. Howlett. as Auditor
of Public Accounts of the State of lillnols,

James A. Ronan, as Director of Finance of
the St:J.te of IJiinols, and Harold 0. Swank,
as Director of Public Aid for the Depart·
mont of Public Aid of the State of Illinois,
Del end ants-Appellees.
Gen. No. 10736.

Appellate Court of Illinois.
Fourth District.

June 30, 1966.

Taxpayers' action to enjoin use of
public funJs ior payment of public assistance to strikers and their families. The
Circuit Court, S.2.ngamon County, Creel
Douglass, J., found for defendant and refused injunction, and appeal was taken.
The Appellate Court, Smith, J., held that
strikers and their families are eligible for
aid under Public .Assistance Code as persons who are unable to maintain Jecent

Opinions of Attorney General, administrative policy pursued as result of them,
and silence of legislature through several
successive sessions indicated legisi:ltive acquiescence in the contemporary and continuous interpretation announced by Attorney General of Public Assistance Code
provision. S.H.A. ch. 23, §§ 401, 605.3.
3. Paupers C=>39(2)

Strikers and their families are eligible
for aid under Public Assistance Cocle as
persons who are unable to maintain decent
and healthful standard of living for "unavoidable causes" and who do not refuse
"suitable ~mployment or training" for selfsupport work where need for aid arises
solely and initially from participation in
strike arising out of labor dispute. S.H.A.
ch. 23, §§ 401, 605.3.
Se~ publictltion '"'ords and PhraRes
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather & Geraldson, Chicago (Owen Fairweather, \\"alter
P. Loomis, Jr., and Jerrold L. Sager, Chicago, of counsel), for appellants.
William G. Clark, ,\tty. Gen. of Illinois,
Springfield (:llad,lyn ~bxwc\1, Sprinf;fi~::ld, of C(Junscl), for appellees.
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COHEN v. NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Cite 1u 259 S.E.2d

124 !ll.App.2d 15
Donald E. COHEN, Plalntlfi·Appellant,

v.
NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL LIFE IN·
SURANCE COMPANY, Delendant·Appellee.
Gen. No. 54450.

Appellate Court ot Illinois,
First Distrlc~
April IT, 1970.

Suit on group insurance policy seek1ng reimbursement for medical and hospital

bills paid on account of tonsillectomy per·
iormed on plaintiff's son. The Circuit
Court, Cook County, Raymond E. Trafelet,
]., entered summary judgment in favor of
~nsurer, and plaintiff appealed. The Appellate Court, Smith, J., held that where no
surgery had been performed and no hospitalization as result of surgery had occurred
pnor to cancellation of group policy and
where, prior to cancellation, insured had
not obligated himself by contract for sur·
gery or hospitalization, insured had not
"incurred" any eligible medical expense,
nor was there any "charge" made within
me2.ning of policy provisions pro,·iding for
payment if insured shall "incur" eligible
medJca\ expense and defining eligible medi·
cal expense as amounts actually charged to
msured; thus, insured was not entitled to
recover amounts expended for tonsillectomy
and resulting hospitalization under policy.

sa.·,

TIL

865

cal expense as amounts actually charged to
insured; thus insured was not entitled to
recover amounts expended for tonsillectomy
and resulting hospitalization under policy.
~~e publicat10o \Yonls anti Phrases
for other judicial constructions anti
1lefinitions.

2. Insurance

~155.1

Construction of insurance
raises question of law only.

contract

Domsky & Cohen, Highland Park, for
pia inti f f-appellant.
James E. Beckley, of Kirkland, Ellis,
Hodson, Chaffetz & Masters, Chicago, for
defendant-appellee.
SMITH, Justice.
The pia inti ff filed suit on a group insurance policy to recover the sum of $320.55
as reimbursement for medical and hospital
bills paid on account of a tonsillectomy
performed on his son. Both pia inti ff and
defendant filed motions for summary judg·
ment accompanied by appropriate affidavits. Plaintiff's motion was denied, defendant's motion was a1lowed and plaintiff
appeals.
The chronology of events is basically as
follows:

7-28-<>8: Plaintiff and his dependents
became insured under a group policy of
his employer.

Affirmed.
L I nsuranco <P236

Where no surgery had been performed
and no hospitalization as result of surgery
had occurred prior to cancellation of group
pohcy and where, prior to cancellation, in·
'ured had not obhgated himself by contract
tor smRery or hosp!taltzatiOn, insured had
not "tncurred" any eligible medical expense,
~or \vas there any "charge" made Within
lileaning of policy provisions providing for
:~~~..llent if msured shall ''incur" eilg1ble
lt~'(J) expense and defimng eltg1ble medl259rJE2d-ss

S-9-68: A doctor diagnosed the son's
difficulty as tonsillitis and adenoiditis and
recommended surgery. It was scheduled
for August 21.
S-20-68: The son entered the hospital
and surgery was postponed because of a
hay fever condition until a later date.
9-1-68: Employer terminated its group
insurance policy.
9-18-68: The plaintiff submitted a
cla1m for medical expenses of $15.00 and
hospital expenses of $22.50.
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9-27-68: The plaintiff terminated his
emplo)ment with the employer.
11-25-68: The son's tonsils were removed and a claim for $283.00 was ftled
with the insurance company.
Payment was denied on the ground that
the $37.50 incurred prior to September I
was less than the $50.00 deductible provided
by the policy and hence the insurance company owed nothing on those two items. It
denied liability on the remainder of the
claim on the theory that no surgical or
hospital expenses were incurred until after
the operation on :-iovember 25, 1968, and at
that time the group insurance policy was
not in force. It is the plaintiff's theory that
the ohligation for the doctor and hospital
expenses in the tonsillectomy were "incurred" on August 9 when the diagnosis
was made by the doctor and a determination that surgery was necessary. Thus, he
says, his rights vested at that time and the
subsequent cancellation of the policy was of
no consequence. \Ve do not agree.

Two policy provisions and their interpretation control this appeal. The first one
reads as follows:

"If, while insured under the policy, an
Insured shall ine1<r eligible medical expenses as a result of accidental bodily injury or sickness, the Company will,
• • •." (Emphasis supplied.)
The policy goes on to define "eligible medical expenses" as follows:
~<Eligible medical expenses included under the policy are the amounts actually
charged to an Insured for the following
treatments, services, and supplies. • *."
(Emphasis supplied.)

In Bartulis v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 72 III.App.2d 267, 218 N.E.
2d 22j, we held that under the terms of
the policy there issued the liability of the
defendant to pay hospitalization and surgery did not arise when the injunes were
sustained, but that the obligation under the
policy was for the costs of hospitalization

:tnd surgery obtained durmg the life of the
~olicy. \Vhen obtained, the policy was not
tn force.
We there stated that the pot 11:y
was clear and unambiguous and that while
,..,.e recognized the rule that insurance Carttracts are construed in favor of the insured constntction does not degenerate into
a perversion of plain language to create an
ambiguity where none exists or to father
a contractual obligation where none is
stated or reasonably implied. These com.
ments in our judgment control the decision
in this case.

(!] The term "eligible medical <X·
penses" as used in the policy means
"amounts actually charged to an insured".
The plaintiff does not claim that there wm
any amounts ch:l.rgec.l to him as of Septem·
ber I, 1968, other than the $37.50 incurred
prior thereto which was within the $50.00
deductible exemption. When this policy
was cancelled no surgery had been perfonned and no hospitalization as a result of sur·
gery had occurred. Indeed the plaintiii
was not "charged'' for either of these items
until December 9, 1968. There is nothing
in this record which infers that the pla.inti ff had obligated himself by contract to
h;1\·e the tonsillectomy performed nor had
he obligated himself by contract for any
hospitalization. He most assuredly would
have been absolutely free to have had an·
other doctor perform the surgery or ha~·e
had his son visit a different hosp1tal. In
short, there was no obhgation "incurred''
and there was no .. charge" made. Cases
cited by plaintiff from other jurisdictions
are not in point factually.
[2] The plaintiff asserts that this is not
a proper case for summary judgment for
th~ reason that there were controverted
questions of material fact. In the trial
court and in this court he says it was error
to enter a summary judgment in fa"·or oi
the defendant, but that etther the tnal court
or this court should approve a summarY
judgment in his favor for $320.55. H~
blows hot and cold on the 1Ss11e of whether
there is a genuine issue of a material bet-
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GREAT AMERICAN INS. CO. v. TINLEY PARK REC. COM'N
Cite
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2.19

It is patent that there is no dispute of a
genmne issue of a material fact and that the
sole issue was the construction of an insurance contract. The construction of an insurance contract raises a question of law

only. Coons v. Home Life Ins. Co. of New
York, 368 Ill. 231, 13 N.E.Zd 482.
There being no error in the judgment of
the trial court, it is horeby affirmed.

~.E.:!d
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dents occurring during policy period, insurer was not liable to indemnify commission
for liability resultmg from such explosion,
notwithstanding claims that coverage existed if cause of injury occurred during policy period and that policy should be construed so that reasonable expectations of
insured be given effect.

Judgment affirmed.

Affirmed.
Insurance

CRAVEN, P. J., and TRAPP, J., concur.

124 Ill.A.pp.2d 19
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE COM·
PANY, a Corporation, Plain·
tlff·Appellee,

v.
TINLEY PARK RECREATION COMMisSION, a Corporation, Patrick Bullard and
Charles Bullard, Defendants-Appellants.
Gen. No. 53200.

~35.38

Where explosion of fireworks bomb,
which had not been discovered and removed after fireworks display, occurred
after expiration time specified in owners',
landlords' and tenants' liability policy,
which had been obtained by recreation
commission that had sponsored fireworks
display, and wh1ch provided that policy applied only to accidents occurring during
policy period, insurer was not liable to indemnify commission for liability resulting
from such explosion, notwithstanding
claims that coverage existed if cause of injury occurred during policy period and that
policy should be construed so that reason·
able expectations of insured be given effect.

Appellate Court or Illinois,
First District, Second Di't'ision.

April 21, 1970.

Declaratory judgment action by insurer seeking construction of owners', landlords' and tenants' liability policy in relation
to fireworks bomb explosion which injured
minor. The Circuit Court, Cook County, Irving Goldstein, P. J., found that policy expired prior to explosion and entered judg-

Smith & Munson, Chicago, Rayson
Hutchison, Tinley Park, Edwin A. Strugala, Chicago, Lester E. Munson, Chicago,
Leland H. Rayson, Tinley Park, and Edwin A. Strugala, Chicago, of counsel, for
appellants.
Pratt & Warvel, Chicago, Charles J.
Pratt, William H. Warvel and Alvis W.
Haney, Jr., Chicago, of counsel, for appellee.

ment for insurer, and appeal was taken.

The Appellate Court, Lyons, J., held that
where explos1on of bomb, which had not
been discovered and removed after fireworks display, occurred after expiration
t1me specified in policy, which had been
obtJ.ined by recreation commission that had
sponsored fireworks d1splay, and whtch

provided that policy applied only to acCl-

LYONS, Justice.
The Great American Insurance Company
brought an action for declaratory judgment
for construction of a certain policy of insurance, which it had issued in relation to
an occurrence which resulted in injuries to
a m1nor. The Tinley Park Recreation
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4. Infants <= 16.14
Juveniles' assignments of error that adjudications of guilt of receiving stolen property were contrary to law, that they were
contrary to weight and sufficiency of evidence, and that they were contrary to law
and evidence were insufficient in that they
failed to comply with applicable appellate
rule requiring that assignments of error
designate identified judicial acts. 32 West's
F.S.A. Florida Appellate Rules, rule 3.50,
subd. c.
Lynn A. Williams, Asst. Public Defender,
Pensacola, for appellants.
Robert L. Shevin, Atty. Gen., and Charles
W. Musgrove, Asst. Atty. Gen., for appellee.
MILLS, Judge.
Following an adjudicatory hearing, the
two juveniles were found guilty of receiving stolen property as charged.

.-.'

"'

At the conclusion of the State's case and
at the conclusion of all of the evidence, the
juveniles moved for judgments of acquittal
on the ground that the evidence was insufficient. In both instances, the only argument made in support of the motions was
that the juvenile, G. F. G., had not been identified. Following adjudication of guilt, the
juveniles orally moved for a new trial on
the ground that the adjudications were contrary to the law and the weight of the
evidence. No supporting argument was
made. The trial court denied all of the
motions.
Thereafter, the juveniles appealed and
assigned as errors that the adjudications
were contrary to the law, that they were
contrary to the weight and sufficiency of
the evidence, and that they were contrary
to the law and the evidence. In their brief,
the juveniles argue that the court erred in
refusing to dismiss the charge made against
them because the State failed to prove that
the property was stolen property on the
date it was received by them and failed to
prove the owJ>ership of the property.

were based. Fla.R.Crim.P. 3.380(b). The
only argument made in support of the m..
tions was that the juvenile, G.F.G., had not
been identified. On appeal, this issue is not
urged as error.
[2, 3] The oral motion for a new trial
was stated in mere general terms and did
not point out to the court with specificit•·
why the juveniles were entitled ·to a ne~
trial. In fact, no presentation or argument
was made to establish the grounds asserted.
Unless the error complained of is brought
to the attention of the trial court, it is not
preserved and cannot be considered bv thts
Court.
·

[4] In addition, the assignments of error
were insufficient. Fla.App. Rule 3.5(c) ,..
quires that assignments of error shall desig·
nate identified judicial acts. The assign·
ments of error in this case failed to comply
with the applicable appellate rule.
The orders appealed are affirmed.

BLUE CROSS OF FLORIDA, INC, a Flor·
ida Corporation, and Blue Shield of Flor·
ida, Inc., a Florida Corporation, Appel·
!ants,
v.

William 0. DYSART, Jr., as Admini•tra·
tor of the Estate of William 0.
Dysart, Deeea..ed, Appellee.
No. 75-1583.
District Court of Appeal of Florida.
Second District.

Dec. 22. 1976.
Rehearing Dcnid .Jan. 1~. 1977
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,:;ticn policies. The Circuit Court, Pinellas
,·,,c~nty, Jack E. Dadswell, J., entered sum-

ory judgment for plaintiff, and defendant
The District Court of App~al
neld that group med1cal and hospttal1zauon
oo!icies which covered medical and hospital
incurred during contract period
Dot rlid not contain provision for posttermioat1on coverage did not afford coverage to
.;bscriber for expenses incurred after termtnation of policies, even though cause for

~ppealerl.

"P'"'"

~IJspitalization

and medical services oc~
Nrred prior to termination of policies.
Judgment vacated with direction.
Boardman, Acting C. J., filed a dissent-

Jr.g opmion.
On denial of rehearing, Boardman, Acting C. J., filed a specially concurring memocandum.

single confinement for determining ."ubscriber's entitlement to 31 days' hospitalization for each confinement within contract
year were limitations on coverage not extensions of coverage beyond expiration of
term of policies.

4. Insurance =4.4
Statute which provides that a succeeding insurer on replacement of group contract cannot specifically exclude expenses
incurred in connection with illness or injury
sustained prior to effective date of policy
and which became effective October I, 1975
was not applicable to action to recover benefits under group medical and hospitalization policies which expired on December 31,
1972. West's F.S.A. § 627.666.

=

5. Insurance
146.1(1)
It is not function of courts to rewrite
policies or redefine coverage contracted for
by parties.

l. Insurance <:=>178.3(1)

Group medical, surgical and hospitaliza''on pclicies which covered medical and hos;,ltal €xpen:ses incurred during contract pe~
nod hut did not contain provision for post'.ermination coverage did not afford cover~ge to subscriber for expenses incurred af:t!'

George D. Lynn, Jr., of Harrison, Greene,
Mann, Rowe & Stanton, St. Petersburg, for
appellants.
Kenneth C. Deacon, Jr., Law Offices of
Harris, Barrett & Dew, St. Petersburg, for
appellee.

termination of policies, even though

uuse for hospitalization and medical serv'ces occurred prior to termination of policies.
~- Insurance

=

178.3( I)
Corerage under group medical and hosPI~aiJzation policies did not contin:Je by virtue of provision in policies that coverage
would immediately terminate if contract
sas replaced by coverage under contract
"3ued by another insurer so as to cover
;•Ept 1 al and medical expenses incurred by
~ubscribH after termination but due to ac!''rJent which occurred prior to termination
·,cJ;,e health policy replacing group poliett.• rltd not afford coverage subscriber
' t!•l have had under group policies for
··:qJen:-es.

PER CURIAM.
This is an appeal from a summary judgment entered in favor of appellee/plaintiff
in its action against appellants/defendants
whereby plaintiff recovered reimbursement
for benefits under hospitalization and medical contracts issued by defendants to plaintiff's decedent. We reverse.
As a result of injuries sustained in a
motor vehicle accident on December 26,
1972, plaintiff's decedent Dysart incurred
hospital and medical expenses from December 26 to December 27 and from January 3,
1973, to the date of his death, January 20,
1973. The parties stipulated that Dysart's
readmission to the hospital on January 3
was for injuries and complications resulting
from the accident.

ln,uranre e= 178.3(1)
At the time of the accident the decedent
[',-,,\"JSion:-. of group medical, surgical
was employed hy Pasadena Community
1 r.o..,pitaliz<.ttion
policies
to the
effect
Sponsored
by the S.J. Quinney
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and hospitalization policies issued by appellants. The contract year as defined by the
policies expired on December 31, 1972. The
policies were cancelled by the decedent's
employer and replaced as of midnight December 31, 1972, with a health and accident
insurance policy issued by Fireman's Fund
America. Fireman's Fund America specifically excluded expenses incurred in connection with illness or injury sustained prior to
the effective date of its policy.
Defendant refused to pay the medical
and hospital expenses incurred by plaintiff
subsequent to January 1, 1973. This action
followed. Both parties moved for summary
judgment, and the court entered summary
judgment in favor of the plaintiff for hospitalization coverage, medical benefits, attorney's fees, interest and costs, concluding
that:
while this contract expired on
December 31, 1972, which date was subsequent to Plaintiff's covered illness, but
prior to his rehospitalization on January
4, 1973, (which hospitalization 'was
caused by the accident and was the cause
of injuries which possibly initiated the
chain of events responsible for his death'
and further that 'the injuries received in
the December 26 accident were in all
likelihood the proximate cause of his hospitalization in January.'), the coverage in
effect in December continued over and
binding upon the insurance company in
January."
The issue here is whether the Blue Cross
Hospital Service contract and the Blue
Shield Medical & Surgical contract afford
• coverage to a subscriber for expenses incurred after termination of those policies
where the cause for such hospitalization
and medical services and indeed the initial
hospital and medical treatments originated
prior to termination.

plaintiff as a Blue Cross/Blue Shield group
subscriber. Continuation of that coverage
was to be furnished in consideration of payment in advance of the rates applicable for
the type and extent of coverage specified in
the contract. Thus, it appears coverage, to
be effective, is dependent upon continued
payment of premiums by the subscriber. It
seems, therefore, axiomatic that upon termination of the contracts and cessation of
premium payments, the only coverage
available is that stipulated in the contracts.
We note the lack of any stipulated posttermination benefits in the contracts in this
case.

Admittedly, there is a paucity of authority on the question of an insurer's liability
under a hospitalization or medical expense
policy which terminates prior to completion
of hospitalization and medical treatment.
An insurer's liability under an accident policy which terminates after accidental injury
but prior to completion of medical treatment has been the subject of more frequent
litigation with the cases reaching contrary
results, accounted for in part by difference
in language of the policies. These views
are discussed in an annotation in 75 A.L.
R.2d 876.
In the absence of specific language to the
contrary, a good argument can be made for
extending the liability of an insurer under
an accident policy for medical and hospital
expenses incurred after the termination of
the policy because these policies generally
contemplate coverage for all such expenses
incurred as a result of an accident which
takes place within the policy period. On
the other hand, a hospitalization or medical
expense policy relates to all hospital and
medical expenses incurred during the contract period regardless of whether they
were occasioned by an accident.

This point is illustrated in Bartulis r.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 72 III.App.2d
(1] We think the trial court erred.
While the court's rationale may, in proper 267, 218 N.E.2d 22.5 (1966), in which the
court construed a hospital and medical eX·
instances, be applicable to an accident and
pense policy. There the plaintiff was a
health policy, it is not applicable to hospitalStandard Oil Company dealer. As >uch, he
ization and medical expense policies which
was a certificate holder of one of 'letropoliafford benefits only during the time of covtan's
group hospitalization ami medical exerage.
Here,
coverage
was provided
the
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rense policies issued to dealers and employ-

865 (1970).

of Standard Oil Company Service Sta,, ns.
The plaintiff was injured in May
0
t9.59. His group coverage was terminated
effective July 31, 1959, by the trustees who
administered hospital coverage for owners
and employees of Standard Oil Company
Service Stations. Bartulis received medical
treatment in September and entered the

DCA 1964).
It likewise seems clear to us that there
was no intent manifested in the policies
before us to provide any posttermination
coverage since these policies provide only
limited specified benefits and contain no
provisions for posttermination coverage.

;, 5

Cf Reliance Mutual Life Ins.
Co. of Ill. v. Booher, 166 So.2d 222 (Fla.2d

hospital incurring expenses there until OC:[2] The plaintiff, however, contends
tober 11, 1959.
that coverage continued by virtue of the
In reversing a judgment in favor of the automatic termination provision in Section
group policy holder, the Illinois court wrote:
VII{ d) which provides in part:
"It seems crystal clear that the cover"Automatic Termination. Coverage for
age provided was for confinement as a
all subscribers covered under this contract shall immediately terminate on the
patient in a hospital while the policy was
in force and surgery performed while the
earliest of the following dates:
policy was in force. Neither event oc(1) If this Contract is issued through a
curred during the life of the policy. Neifranchise group plan with an employer,
ther in such provisions nor elsewhere in
the date coverage under this Contract
the policy is there language suggesting
is terminated and replaced by coverage
that the policy could or should be read as
under a contract issued by another inproviding coverage for hospitalization or
surer."
surgery resulting from injuries sustained
The argument is made that since the Firewhile the policy was in force. To so read
man's Fund America policy which plainthis policy is to annex to it a coverage tiff's employer obtained as replacement
neither specifically stated nor reasonably coverage does not, in fact, provide plaintiff
implied. We would observe that Section
with coverage he would have had under
10 entitled 'Benefits after Cessation of Blue Cross/Blue Shield, therefore, the deInsurance' provided that if a certificate fendants have a liability. We reject this
holder is totally disabled as a result of contention as being unsound. To accept
injuries or sickness on the termination
this reasoning would mean that even
date of the policy, the hospitalization and
though the old policies had been replaced by
surgery coverages continue, for a period the employer with the policies from a difof 31 days. If a female, and pregnancy ferent company, the old policies still reexim on the termination date oi the poli- mained effective to provide benefits in evcy, coverage is extended over a period of ery instance where coverage under the new
9 months for hospitalization and surgery policies was not at least equal to that under
resulting from such pregnancy. It is thus
the old policies. We think the defendants
apparent that this is not only a limited
were entitled to conclude that their liability
cov'erage policy, but its post-termination
had terminated when the plaintiff's emcoverage is likewise specifically limited to ployer informed them that they had elected
specific circumstances. Coverage for in- to replace their Blue Cross/Blue Shield covJur:es sustair.ed during the lifetime of the erage with a new policy from Fireman's
policy with hospitalization or surgery reFund America.
sult1ng therefrom thereafter is conspicu[3] Under the policies issued by the de•,us by its absence. The clear implication
fendants, successive hospital confinements
i, that there \vas no intention to provide
occurring within 90 days are considered one
'och coverage."
single confinement for determining a subJiso, Cohen v. Northwestern National scnber's entitlement to 31 days hospitalizaL,:',. Ins.
Co.,S.J.1:.!-.:
[ll.App.2d
15, 259
:-i.E.2d
tion forprovided
each confinement
a contract
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year. Citing these provisions, plaintiff
makes the further contention that decedent's second entry into the hospital was a
continuation of his prior admission and that
coverage is, therefore extended beyond the
term of the contracts. We construe these
single confinement provisions as limitations
on the coverage and not as provisions which
extended the coverage beyond the expiration of the term of the policies.
Accordingly, we hold that the coverage
provided under the Blue Cross/Blue Shield
contracts was available to the plaintiff only
during the period for which he was a premium paying subscriber; that upon termination of the coverage by his employer and
replacement with another group contract
that his coverage was automatically terminated.
[4, 5] Under Section 627.666, Florida
Statutes, effective October 1, 1975, a succeeding insurer on replacement of a group
contract cannot specifically exclude expLnses incurred in connection with an illness or injury sustained prior to the effective date of its policy. Unfortunately, this
statute is of no comfort to the plaintiff in
this case. Yet, it is not the function of the
court to rewrite the policies or redefine the
coverage contracted for by the parties.
Accordingly, summary judgment for the
plaintiff is vacated and the trial court is
directed to enter final judgment in favor of
the defendants. ·
GRIMES and SCHEB, JJ., concur.
BOARDMAN, Acting C. J., dissents with
opinion.
BOARDMAN, Acting Chief Judge (dissenting).
The issue presented in this case has been
carefully considered for what may be regarded as an undue length of time. In my
judgment the question posed demanded
I.

The Blue Cross <::.nd the Blue Shield pohcies

provided for termination when the insured left

the franchise group or where the carrier cancelled the policy, ne1ther is applicable here.

such attention. The opinion I had originally authored reached a contrary result from
that of the majority. Accordingly I feel it
necessary that I dissent and give my reasons for doing so. Although my colleagues,
~udge Grimes and Judge Scheb, make a
plausible distinction between the purposes
of an accident and health policy and a hospitalization and medical expense policy I do
not consider that argument to be persuasive
and conclusive in view of the interpretation
the average person would be expected to
give to the terms and provisions of the two
policies under our consideration. I could
readily accept the majority's conclusion as
to the finality of the Blue Cross automatic
termination provision under the more typi·
cal circumstance where an insured did not
require treatment for an illness or injury
continuing beyond the termination date. I
cannot agree though that under the terms
of this policy the cessation of premium payments releases the insurer from liability
arising from prior payments particularly
where the policy does not explicitly and
unequivocally provide that termination of
coverage is effected simultaneously with
the termination date of the policy.
The Blue Cross policy provided for automatic termination on the date that its hospitalization coverage was replaced by coverage issued under another carrierl How·ever neither policy expressly provided that
those expenses incurred subsequent to termination or cancellation were not covered.
Both policies provided that successive hospital confinements within 90 days constitute a
single, continuous confinement, and both
limit coverage to 31 days per confinement.'
It is this language coupled with the absence
of an explicit statement pertaining to coverage for continuing treatment which creates the uncertainty.
Cancellation of an insurance policy does
not terminate the insured's right to recover
for losses or expenses incurred subsequent
[e]ach subscnber 1s entitled to beneftts
when service is rendered dunng the covered
penod.
The critical phrase IS not "when servtce tS rendered" but IS "dunng the covered penod"
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to the cancellation date if that right has
-ested. See generally Sen-ice Life Ins. Co.
, Branscum, 234 Ark. 463, 352 S.W.2d 586
(1962) The policies considered here vest a
ril7ht to recover expenses incurred during a
si~gle hospital confinement regardless of
the date the policies are cancelled. The
holding of the Supreme Court of Washington in .l.fyers v. Ki(,;ap Physicians Service, 78 Wash.2d 286, 474 P.2d 109 (1970), a
iactual situation similar to the one before
us, is persuasive. The contract in 1Uyers
stated that:
Kitsap ~ledical agrees to provide medical, surgical hospital and other services to
each member enrolled hereunder, as occasion demands, during the life of this contract.

The court held that the pro,·ision
is susceptible of the reasonable interpretation that the "life of the contract" is
automatically extended to such time as
may be required to medically treat and
01edically care for the injury or illness
that occurs during the year of the contract. We find it difficult to believe that
th~ "a\'erage man purchasing insurance"
would, or could, contemplate from a readiog of this contract that the defendant's
obligation terminates when the clock
strikes midnight and the contract year
ends, even though the insured may still
be hospitalized or in need of further
medical treatment for an illness incurred

d1..:ring the cont!"act year.

Ins. Co. v. Gaston, 470 S.W.2d 128 (Tex.Civ.
App.1971). The omission, whether by oversight or design, should not work to the
detriment and prejudice of the insured.
The legislature in its wisdom has been fit to
take steps to see that this unfortunate situation will not arise in the future. In fairness, in my opinion, it should not be allowed
to occur in this case.
ON REHEARING
Counsel for appellee having filed in this
cause a Petition for Rehearing and the
same having been considered by the Court,
it is
ORDERED that said Petition be and the
same is hereby denied.
GRniES and SCHEB, JJ., concur.
BOARD:I!AN, C. J., concurs specially.
BOARDMAN, Chief Judge, specially concurrmg.
I have previously expressed my reason
for disagreement with the majority; however, in view of the fact that no new issues
have been raised in the Petition for Rehearing, I join in its deniaL
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